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Abstract
Antarctica exhibits near pristine conditions to study natural chemical processes that occur under
extreme temperatures and radiation conditions. As such, Antarctica provides an ideal location to
observe the long-term hemispheric-scale trends in atmospheric trace gases. Air mass observations at
three coastal Antarctic stations (Casey, Davis, and Mawson) during 2018/19 resupply voyages aboard
the RV Aurora Australis were classified according to their recent fetch history, and their degree of
terrestrial influence characterised via radon-222 (radon) observations. Fetch classification categories
were based on absolute water content, with oceanic being the wettest and katabatic being the
driest (i.e., originating from the Antarctic interior). The fetch separation technique was most
successful when a wide representation of meteorological conditions was present. Casey showed the
clearest separation of air mass fetch categories, with each fetch category also having observable
differences in trace gas composition. Casey corresponded to the longest study period (14 days)
followed by Mawson (9 days) and Davis (8 Days). Davis showed the highest degree of mixing with
most observed air masses correlating to mixed/coastal fetch. Air mass observations at Mawson were
almost completely synoptically forced down slope winds/katabatic flow. Radon observations at all
three sites was proven to be a reliable indicator of terrestrial influence, however all three sites could
have benefited from a deeper understanding of (radon) source mechanisms and better-established
baseline concentrations. The use of radon observations as a marker for terrestrial influence was also
shown to be dependent on the success of the fetch classification technique.
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1. Introduction
Antarctica is the most remote region in the world, sheltered from the direct influence of other
continents by the Southern Ocean, polar front, and polar vortex. Because of this, Antarctica provides
an ideal location to observe long-term hemispheric-scale trends in atmospheric trace gases, as well
as exhibiting near-pristine conditions to study natural chemical processes (Davis et al. 2001; Grannas
et al. 2007; Weller et al. 2002), and the extreme temperature and radiation conditions under which
they occur. The lower atmosphere of Antarctica (and the Southern Ocean) can also provide
opportunities to observe long-term changes in global climate and circulation patterns. Transport
pathways of atmospheric pollutants to Antarctica have long been recognized (including synoptic
transport within the marine boundary layer or subsiding free tropospheric air; De Ferro et al. 2014;
Dommergue et al. 2012; Driscoll et al. 2002), but relatively little is still known about the impacts due
to inaccessibility of the region, the hostility of the environment and extreme weather conditions,
and a lack of measurements.
Each year, natural and anthropogenic pollutants (e.g., soot/smoke, mineral dust, primary/secondary
emissions) make their way to Antarctica (De Ferro et al. 2014; Dommergue et al. 2012; Driscoll et al.
2002). While some of these species provide micronutrients for marine primary production, aerosols
and toxins can pose a threat to coastal Antarctic flora and fauna and change the radiative balance of
the polar region (potentially accelerating climate change effects). For example, toxins like mercury
can accumulate in the food chain, whereas soot and dust that reach Antarctica can reduce the
albedo of the snow and ice. This is especially significant due to the Antarctic ice sheet’s susceptibility
to influences of climate change (Walton et al. 2013; Convey et al. 2009). The Antarctic ice sheet is so
significant that if it were to melt, it would constitute around 57 m of sea level rise, 90% of which is
from the continental East Antarctic ice sheet (Walton et al. 2013).
The trace gases focused on in this study; Hypobromite (BrO), Gaseous Elemental Mercury (Hg0), and
Ozone (O3), all exhibit well-known source-sink mechanisms and should exhibit typical behaviour for
specific wind sources. Observed concentrations of pollutants are dependent upon the source
emission intensity, the strength of lateral transport, vertical transport, and local influences
(Chambers 2018). For example, katabatic winds that originate in the Antarctic interior should exhibit
higher BrO and lower Hg0 concentrations than oceanic winds, as the Antarctic interior is a wellknown source for BrO (Prados-Roman 2018; Simpson et al. 2007) and sink for Hg0 (Ebbinghaus et al.
2002). Ozone concentrations during summer months should also increase in winds descending from
the Antarctic Plateau (e.g., katabatic flow, synoptically forced downslope flow; Chambers et al.
2018). All three trace gas species play a significant role in atmospheric processes. For example,
atmospheric mercury depletion events are caused by the oxidation of Hg0 via reactive halogen
species (e.g., BrO) and are correlated to ozone depletion events, which are also caused by reactive
halogen species. They can also lead to bromine explosion events, potentially causing a positive
feedback loop.
This study will focus on classifying observed air masses according to their recent fetch history using a
newly developed technique, enabling the separate analysis of the chemical composition (specifically
BrO, Hg0, and O3) of Antarctic air masses that have contrasting fetch characteristics. Observations
were made at three separate coastal Antarctic stations (Casey, Davis, and Mawson) during the
2018/19 resupply voyages of the RV Aurora Australis.
Three types of air masses will be characterised into one of three fetch categories: oceanic, katabatic,
and mixed. Oceanic air masses represent a combination of hemispheric “baseline” conditions and
potential transport from continents to Antarctica in the marine boundary layer. Katabatic air masses
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represent a combination of pollutants transported to Antarctica in the troposphere and compounds
that have been produced by reactions in the Antarctic interior. Mixed fetch air masses represent
near-coastal sources and sinks from local flora/fauna, as well as interactions between air masses
from the interior and coastal environments. By attempting to separate these fetch influences and
separately investigate their atmospheric composition, the intention is to learn more about the three
main processes contributing to changes in the atmospheric composition of coastal Antarctic air –
synoptic marine boundary layer transport; tropospheric transport; and local production.
The ‘fetch’ classification system is based on an air masses absolute water content, originally
developed by Chambers et al. (2017). The classification system used works on the basis that: (1) air
temperature dictates how much moisture air can hold, (2) the temperature over water is greater
than the temperature over ice, and (3) air temperature decreases with altitude in the atmosphere.
As such, air masses with the lowest dew point temperatures are classified as “katabatic winds” (i.e.,
the driest) and air masses with the highest observed dew points are classified as “oceanic” (i.e., the
wettest), with a class for values in between known as “mixed/coastal”. Categorised air masses are
then separately analysed based on the degree of terrestrial influence (using Radon-222 as a proxy)
to see the impacts on atmospheric composition and trace gas concentration.
Radon-222 (hereafter referred to simply as radon) is a naturally occurring, unreactive gas with
simple source-sink mechanisms. It is frequently used as a terrestrial tracer in transport and mixing
studies (Dentener, Feichter, & Jeuken, 1999; Jacob et al. 1997; Koffi et al. 2016; Mahowald et al.
1997; Zhang et al. 2008; Chambers et al. 2014; Chambers et al. 2016; Chambers et al. 2017;
Chambers et al. 2018). Radon is ubiquitous in soils and rocks and has a short half-life (3.82 days), so
it does not accumulate in the atmosphere on greater than synoptic timescales. Because of these
characteristics, atmospheric radon observations can be used as a proxy for recent (≤3 weeks)
terrestrial influence to characterise specific pollution events.
Prior methods for airmass classification in Antarctica have relied heavily on back trajectories and
wind direction/wind speed, both of which have limitations. Back trajectory analysis is challenged by
the complex topography of coastal Antarctica, and atmospheric models do not cope well with high
stability surface conditions (Elsässer et al. 2011). The use of wind direction and wind speed to
separate fetch can also be problematic. In the case of downslope flow, for example, this method
cannot differentiate between synoptically forced downslope flow and katabatic drainage (Parish &
Cassano 2001; Parish & Cassano 2003). In contrast, the classification method employed in this study
can resolve these differences.
The results of this study support the fact that the proposed fetch separation technique can work for
observations made in coastal Antarctic stations, but that datasets need to be long enough to contain
several synoptic timescales (i.e., at least 3-4 weeks). A wide representation of meteorological
conditions is essential to the success of the fetch separation technique as classification relies on
establishing relative (not absolute) differences in dew point temperature. This study also highlights
the importance of understanding source-sink mechanisms of important trace gases within
Antarctica, as well as the use of radon to determine the degree of terrestrial influence. Radon,
specifically, has been proven to be a reliable indicator of terrestrial influence as long as source
mechanisms are understood, and baseline concentrations are established.
The aim of this project was to categorise the distinct physiochemical air mass properties and the
degree of recent terrestrial influence using Radon observations at three Australian coastal Antarctic
research stations during the resupply voyages of 2018-19. Objectives to support this aim were:
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-

-

-

to assess the use of dew point temperature in identifying and classifying distinct airmass
categories at three coastal Antarctic research stations;
to use Radon-222 observations made aboard the RV Aurora Australis as a proxy for recent
terrestrial influence to characterise the transport history of air masses at three coastal
Antarctic research stations;
to characterise trace gas concentrations over the Southern Ocean and Antarctica and how
they are modified by large-scale circulation patterns, katabatic flows, and local/coastal
sources; and
to understand the relationship between radon concentration and pollutant measurements
in determining the origin of pollutants.

2. Literature review
The following sections describe the Antarctic environment and climate (Section 2.1), the
atmospheric chemistry and sources of bromine (Section 2.2), the atmospheric chemistry and sources
of mercury (Section 2.3), and the atmospheric chemistry and sources of ozone (Section 2.4). Section
2.5 will describe the significance of radon as a proxy for terrestrial influence.
2.1 Significance of Antarctica
Antarctica is the highest, coldest, and windiest place on Earth. Its remote, sheltered location
provides a unique opportunity to observe trends in atmospheric trace gases under near-pristine
conditions and extreme temperature and radiation conditions.
Coastal Antarctic regions are especially significant due to the thick platforms of ice that flow onto
the ocean surface, forming the world’s largest ice shelves. These ice shelves are the origin of dense
Antarctic bottom waters that play a key role in global carbon sinks and thermohaline circulation
(Figure 1) (Walton et al. 2013).

Figure 8. Global ocean overturning circulation. Red indicates upper ocean flow, blue and purple are deep flows, and yellows
and greens represent transitions between depths (Reproduced from Walton et al. 2013.)

The Antarctic ice sheet is fed by snowfall which can vary greatly between coastal areas which
intercept cyclonic activity and intense snowfall. Unlike glaciers in the Northern Hemisphere, the
major loss of mass from the Antarctic ice sheet is not caused by melt but from the drainage of ice
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into the sea (Walton et al. 2013). Coastal Antarctica plays an especially important role in ice
drainage, as 90% of the ice is lost from just 10% of the coast, especially through rapid ice streams
such as the Amery, West, and Shackleton ice shelves (Walton et al. 2013), all of which are located
near the three coastal stations focused on in this study (Casey, Davis, Mawson).
Coastal ice streams directly affect the interplay between the small-scale features of the sea ice
structure, its deformation, and brine channels, which offer a major seasonal habitat for a wide range
of organisms. These small-scale features have an impact on the biology and climate of the Southern
Ocean as well as a dramatic effect on global ocean circulation (Figure 2) (Walton et al. 2013).

Figure 9. Interplay between an ice sheet and the global water cycle. (Reproduced from Walton et al. 2013).

2.1.1

Antarctic Climate

Antarctica is, on average, the driest continent on Earth, with a mean annual precipitation of 13 cm.
Antarctica is in an area of atmospheric subsidence associated with the polar cell (approximately 60°
North and South to the poles; Figure 3). Atmospheric subsidence causes clouds to dissipate and
minimises the development of precipitation. The cold climate of Antarctica also minimises the
amount of precipitation as the atmosphere tends to contain less water vapour as temperature
decreases (Walton et al. 2013).
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Figure 10. Three-cell model of global atmospheric circulation (Reproduced from Lumen 2021)

Antarctica’s location in (below 60° south) in the polar cell means there is decreased incoming solar
radiation when compared to more equatorward locations. Its position on the globe means that
during Antarctic winters, when the continent is as far from the sun as possible due to the earth’s
orbit around the sun (Figure 4), there is no incoming solar radiation.

Figure 11. Schematic representation of the orbit of the Earth around the Sun, showing an exaggerated view of the
eccentricity of the orbit (E), the tilt of the axis of rotation (T), and the movement of precession (P) (Reproduced from Walton
et al. 2013).

The amount of reflected solar radiation, known as albedo, can be measured on a scale of 0 – 1. The
higher the albedo of a surface, the more sunlight it reflects. Of the limited amount of sunlight that
does reach the surface of Antarctica, most of it is reflected. Antarctic albedo can be more than 0.8 in
some locations, minimising warming of the Antarctic surface (Parish and Bromwich 2007).
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2.1.2

Mesoscale Wind Patterns

the inverse relationship between air temperature and density are a significant determining factor for
Antarctica’s characteristic winds. Consider the Ideal Gas Law:
𝑃𝑉 = 𝑛𝑅𝑇

Equation 1

and that:
𝑚

𝑛 =𝑀

Equation 2

and:
𝑚

𝜌=𝑀

Equation 3

we can rearrange to find density using:
𝜌 =

𝑃𝑀
𝑅𝑇

Equation 4

where, for all equations: P is pressure, V is volume, n is the amount of gas (moles), R is the ideal gas
constant, T is temperature, m is mass, M is molar mass, and ρ is density.
This implies that for a parcel of air, density (ρ) is inversely proportional to temperature (T). In the
atmosphere, horizontal temperature contrasts lead to density contrasts which result in less dense
warm air rising and denser cold air sinking (Parish and Bromwich 2007).
Surface air processes in Antarctica are diabatic, meaning they exchange heat with their
surroundings. This is especially true for air passing over ice as ice surfaces undergo radiative cooling.
Air in contact with surface ice cools by contact. The cooling of near-surface air causes dense air to
build up closer to the ice sheet and less dense air further from the ice sheet. Gravity will cause the
denser air to flow down the surface of the ice sheet, accelerating (proportional to the air density) to
produce a wind known as a katabatic wind. Consequently, katabatic flows intensify as the continent
cools (i.e., during winter) and are not as prominent during summer. Similarly, katabatic winds are
only observed at night when there is no net incoming solar radiation, and thus the atmosphere and
continent are much colder (Parish and Bromwich 2007; Walton et al. 2013).
Katabatic winds start by flowing straight downhill but are eventually forced to the left due to the
Coriolis effect, creating the outwards spiral effect of winds from the Antarctica interior. This also
explains why easterly winds persist around the edge of the Antarctic continent.
Katabatic winds blowing across coastal Antarctica act to remove significant amounts of heat and
moisture from the ocean, cooling the ocean and increasing the salinity of ocean water due to
evaporation.
If the combined thermal and evaporative cooling of the cold dry air blowing over the ocean is strong
enough, sea ice can develop. A continuous layer of sea ice limits the exchange of heat and moisture
between the cold Antarctic winds and the relatively warm seawater. While cold outflowing air from
Antarctica can form sea ice, if the winds are strong enough, they can also act to push sea ice away
from the Antarctic coast, forming large areas of open seawater adjacent to the continent known as
polynyas. Polynyas generally form in the same locations yearly due the consistency of Antarctic wind
patterns (Walton et al. 2013).
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2.1.3

Influence of equatorward winds

While Antarctica is extremely cold, the temperature is somewhat regulated by the poleward
transport of warmer air from equatorward latitudes. Antarctica experiences increased incoming
winds from the Southern Ocean during summer, resulting in mass transport of pollutants. The strong
increase in convection over the mid-latitude continents puts a large terrestrial signature into the
troposphere through key anthropogenic gases (including radon). In winter though, there is much less
convection over the continents, so the recent terrestrial signature in the troposphere decreased.
Deuterium deposits suggest that long-distance, high altitude transport of moisture can occur
synoptically, with origin points as far as the subtropics (Walton et al. 2013), while coastal locations
receive moisture originating generally from the Southern Ocean and southern continents.
Figure 5 is an example of typical circulation patterns that are observed at different latitudes.
Although the figure is for the Northern Hemisphere, the same concepts can be mirrored and applied
to the Southern Hemisphere. The Southern Ocean is of particular interest as it contains the Polar
Front. The uplift of winds at this latitude results in a surface low-pressure belt at 60°S, allowing for
dispersal of winds towards the poles.

Figure 12. Atmospheric circulation patterns with latitude. Although this figure shows patterns from the equator to the North
Pole, it applies equivalently to the same latitudes within the Southern Hemisphere. (Reproduced from S-cool, 2020)

2.1.4

Intracontinental Winds

Antarctica has some of the most consistent winds of any continent on earth. Wind directions are
persistent as well, characterised by a radially outward drainage pattern from the central plateau of
the ice sheets (higher altitudes) down and outwards towards the coast (lower altitudes) with wind
speeds that generally increase towards the coast (Parish and Bromwich 2007). These winds are
referred to as “katabatic” winds i.e., winds that carry high-density air from a higher elevation
downslope via gravitational force. Katabatic winds are a defining characteristic of Antarctica and are
common over much of the Antarctic due to cold, dense air near the surface in the presence of
steeply sloping terrain. True katabatic flow only happens either at night or at very low sun angles (in
summer) and when synoptic winds are light to calm (e.g., near the middle of a high-pressure
system). Consequently, in the early morning of any particular day, katabatic, coastal or oceanic flow
can be observed; however, during a summer afternoon, for example, katabatic flow could not occur.
Katabatic flow is only one kind of downslope flow. Downslope flow can also be the result of
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synoptically forced flow over topography (which could come from the same direction as katabatic
flow). It is important to note that only the katabatic air masses (that have originated from a greater
elevation and lower temperature) would have low dew point temperatures and, as such, can be
distinguished from synoptically forced flow.

Wind patterns in Antarctica are predominately dictated by the topography of underlying ice sheets
and pressure and temperature gradients (Parish and Bromwich 2007). As an example, Figure 6
depicts the mean streamlines (i.e., the instantaneous direction of wind) over Antarctica from June
2003 – May 2004. The radial wind pattern formed from higher elevations towards the coast is
especially significant on the Eastern Plateau.

Figure 6. Streamline patterns at a) 100–200 m and, b) ~500m AGL. Maximum depth of the katabatic wind layer is ~ 1000 m
or less, with katabatic events decreasing significantly below ~500m (Reproduced from Parish and Bromwich 2007).

The topography of Antarctica is characterised by a large plateau over most of the interior, especially
on the eastern side, which reaches elevations of over 4000m above sea level, with steeply sloping
terrain near the coasts (Figure 7). Differences in topography play a large role in determining the wind
speed and direction within Antarctica. Under conditions conducive to katabatic flow, surface wind
speeds are proportional to the slope of the underlying ice terrain, and wind directions are
determined by the orientation of the gradient of the ice (Parish and Bromwich 2007; Walton et al.
2013). Wind speed can also be greatly influenced by winds from a large region channelling through a
small area. This concept is further enforced when comparing Antarctic topography (Figure 7) and
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streamline patterns (Figure 6). Areas such as the Amery ice shelf, located North of the East Antarctic
Plateau, and the Ross Ice shelf, due north of central Antarctica, are prominent areas of katabatic
wind events. Figure 6 shows that these two areas are subject to the most intense katabatic events
on the continent, especially near the surface. Mawson station, located east of the Amery Ice Shelf,
has an extremely steep decline which forces katabatic winds down towards the station from the
Eastern Antarctic Plateau and, as such, a much larger proportion of katabatic wind events are
expected to be observed at Mawson than at any other station in this study.

Figure 7. Map of Antarctic topography (Reproduced from Parish and Bromwich 2007)

2.2 Bromine
Short‐lived halogens, including bromine/bromide (ionic) species, play a very significant role on the
global marine boundary layer, having a direct impact on ozone and other atmospheric oxidants
(Simpson et al. 2007, Stephens et al. 2012). Specifically, halogen‐mediated Ozone Depletion Events
(ODEs), that is, the loss of tropospheric ozone due to increased halogen concentration, are a
phenomenon that affects the atmospheric boundary layer, particularly in polar regions. During these
events, bromine species are rapidly recycled, leading to a significant depletion of tropospheric
ozone, often to values below instrumental detection limits (Prados-Roman et al. 2018)
Hypobromite (BrO) concentrations have an extremely high seasonal variability in polar regions
(Barrie et al. 1988; Prados-Roman et al. 2018) due to a variety of seasonal influences such as
incoming solar radiation and synoptic transport of bromine (and other species) from adjacent
continents. In Antarctica, incoming solar radiation is at a maximum during summer (December,
January, and February). Br2 concentrations generally reach their peak at night-time (Buys et al. 2013)
because of the photolytic reactions required to break down these species. This concept is also
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supported through literature values which consistently depict a similar diurnal pattern, describing a
maximum concentration of BrOx at sunrise and sunset, rather than at midday (Buys et al. 2013;
Prados-Roman et al. 2018; Hausmann and Platt 1994).
2.2.1

Sources of bromine

A significant source for BrO in Antarctica is through heterogenous autocatalytic recycling on sea salt
dominated surfaces. One such surface is sea ice. Frost flowers grow on newly formed sea ice from a
saturated water vapour layer. Their large effective surface area acts as a reservoir for aqueous sea
salt ions, tripling the ion concentration of seawater. Frost flowers have been recognised as the
dominant source of sea salt aerosols in Antarctica and are speculated to be involved in processes
causing ODEs during polar sunrise (Kaleshke et al. 2004). This is due to the heterogeneous
autocatalytic reactions taking place on surfaces dominated by sea salts (i.e. sea ice surfaces and frost
flowers), which exponentially produce reactive halogen gases such as bromine. This is known as a
bromine explosion. Sea ice sources of bromine are also dependent on the net solar radiation
reaching the Earth's surface. Increased solar activity allows for increased re-emission of bromine
through melting ice and increased photolytic conditions for monoatomic Br synthesis, increasing net
halogen concentrations (Kaleshke et al. 2004; Buys et al. 2013).
BrO can also be produced in the atmosphere by the decomposition of Bromomethane (CH3Br) and
downward transport of long‐lived bromine from the stratosphere (Prados-Roman et al. 2018).
General anthropogenic bromine utilisation can be divided into five categories (Vainikka 2012): (1)
flame retardants; (2) drilling fluids; (3) pesticides; (4) biocides/water treatment chemicals; and (5)
others (dyes, photography, additives etc.).
The most significant anthropogenic sources of bromine are brominated flame retardants, pesticides
and biocides Table 1.
Table 1. List of common brominated species and their uses

Species
Bronopol
5-bromo-2-nitro-1,3-dioxane (Bronidox)
1,2-dibromo-2,4-dicyanobutane
(methyldibromo glutaronitrile, MDBGN)
NaBr/KBr
1-Bromo-3-chloro-5,5-dimethylhydantoin
(BCDMH)
2,2-Dibromo-3-Nitrilopropionamide
(DBNPA)
2.2.2

Use Case
Antibacterial used in pharmaceutical and cosmetic
products
Preservative in cosmetic products
Preservative/biocide in aqueous based products and
veterinary phramaceuticals
Pool disinfected/freshwater treatment
Organic bromine-chlorine release agent for water
treatment
Solid biocide used to control algae, bacteria, fungi,
yeasts, and biofouling in re-circulating waters

Ozone depletion events

Bromine plays a significant role in ozone depletion event chemistry. It has long been known that
ODEs are directly correlated with elevated levels of BrO (Barrie et al., 1988). Tropospheric ozone
depletion is dominated by the following net bromine-catalysed reaction:
2 × (𝐵𝑟 + 𝑂3 → 𝐵𝑟𝑂 + 𝑂2 )

(R1)

𝐵𝑟𝑂 + 𝐵𝑟𝑂 → 2𝐵𝑟 + 𝑂2

(R2)
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net: 2𝑂3 → 3𝑂2
For catalytic destruction of ozone to occur, BrO must be recycled to Br atoms without the production
of ozone. Ozone is destroyed by reactions with either halogen oxides or hydroperoxyl (HO2). In polar
regions, however, halogen oxide reactions are the most significant pathway for ozone destruction.
Because of ozone’s importance as a precursor for atmospheric oxidants, ozone can determine
atmospheric oxidation potential. However, this is not the case in arctic regions and especially during
ODEs. Ozone-mediated oxidation pathways become less important and reactive halogen-dominated
oxidation pathways become dominant (Buys et al. 2013; Fan and Jacob 1992; Fernandez et al. 2019;
Saiz-Lopez et al. 2007). The shift in oxidation pathways alters the atmospheric residence time of
various atmospheric species and thus their role in the environment (Simpson et al. 2007). An
example of this can be seen in the role of reactive halogen species in atmospheric mercury depletion
events.
2.2.3

Atmospheric Mercury Depletion events

Atmospheric Mercury Depletion Events (AMDEs) occur in polar regions when Gaseous Elemental
Mercury (Hg0) is transformed into a Reactive Gaseous Mercury (RGM) species such as Mercuric
Bromide (HgBr2), Mercury hypobromite (HgBrO), and Mercury bromide chloride (HgBrCl) (Stephens
et al. 2012) leading to increased deposition of atmospheric mercury to snow and ice surfaces.
AMDEs are characterised by extremely low Hg0 concentrations, well below global background
concentrations. They are caused by the oxidation of Hg0 (to Hg2) via reactive halogen species such as
BrO and are correlated with low ozone concentration (Obrist et al. 2010). While other RGM species
do exist via alternate oxidants such as Chlorine (Cl) or Hydroxyl radicals OH•. RGM species in polar
environments are dominated by Hg-Br compounds (Stephens et al. 2012). Bromine favourability is
based upon the abundance of bromine (relative to other oxidants such as Cl or OH•) as well as the
stability of the Hg-Br bond in species, and rate of reaction and dissociation compared to alternate
RGM species (Stephens et al. 2012).
2.2.4

Bromine Explosion Events

“Bromine explosion” refers to a unique reaction sequence involved in the production of halogen
gases. The following sequence is hypothesised to be the primary source of reactive halogens during
ODEs (Fan and Jacob 1992; Simpson et al. 2007; Prados-Roman et al. 2018):
(𝐻𝑂𝐵𝑟)𝑎𝑞 + (𝐻 + )𝑎𝑞 + (𝐵𝑟 − )𝑎𝑞 ↔ (𝐵𝑟2 )𝑎𝑞 + 𝐻2 𝑂
𝐵𝑟2 + ℎ𝜈 → 2𝐵𝑟

(R3)
; where hν is incoming solar radiation. (R4)

𝐵𝑟 + 𝑂3 → 𝐵𝑟𝑂 + 𝑂2

(R5)

𝐵𝑟𝑂 + 𝐻𝑂2 → 𝐻𝑂𝐵𝑟 + 𝑂2

(R6)

net: 𝐻 + + 𝐵𝑟 − + 𝐻𝑂2 + 𝑂3 + ℎ𝜈 → 𝐵𝑟 + 𝐻2 𝑂 + 2𝑂2
Reactions 3, 4, and 5 are significant processes that occur in the lower troposphere and Marine
Boundary Layer (MBL) in Antarctica.
R3 is significant as it is a precursor reaction that allows for the formation of molecular bromine (Br2).
Br2 then undergoes photolysis (R4) forming two bromine atoms. The resulting reaction (R5)
produces a build-up of reactive bromine BrOx (Br/ BrO) in the troposphere, potentially leading to a
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bromine explosion event. These key reactions suggest that there is a direct relationship between
incoming solar radiation, ozone concentration, and bromine concentration.
Figure 8 represents a simplified set of bromine explosion reaction (R3, R4, R5, R6).

Figure 8. Simplified set of bromine explosion reactions. Blue area represents condensed phase (Reproduced from Simpson et al. 2007)

It is important to also consider heterogeneous (i.e., occurring in non-uniform phases) recycling of
halogens in reservoirs such as sea ice and snow, as well as the photochemical release of molecular
bromine, chlorine, and interhalogens (molecules containing two or more halogen species) from the
sea ice surface, as they are significant in the formation and deposition of halogen species within
Antarctica. Heterogeneous recycling of halogens deposited in sea ice can be described by the
following mechanisms (Fan and Jacob 1992):

(R7)
(R8)
(R9)
These reactions (R7, R8, R9) show initial deposition of gaseous halogenated molecules (HOX, XONO2,
and/or XNO2, where X = Br, I, Cl) on sea ice, resulting in the formation of a reduced halide anion
(Y−aq) to form a dihalogen molecule (XY), which then vaporises due to its low solubility
Bromine explosion events were initially observed in the Arctic via the detection of filterable bromine
associated with ODEs (Barrie et al. 1988). In pristine environments (low concentrations of nitrogen
oxides (NOx)), BrO sink reactions associated with the catalytic ODEs are (Prados-Roman et al. 2018):
𝐵𝑟𝑂 + 𝐵𝑟𝑂 → 2𝐵𝑟 → 𝐵𝑟2

(R10)

𝐵𝑟𝑂 + 𝐶𝑙𝑂 → 𝐵𝑟𝐶𝑙 → 𝐵𝑟 + 𝐶𝑙

(R11)

𝐵𝑟𝑂 + 𝐻𝑂2 → 𝐻𝑂𝐵𝑟

(R12)

𝐵𝑟𝑂 + 𝑂𝐻 → 𝐵𝑟 + 𝐻𝑂2

(R13)

BrCl formed via R11 is the most significant reservoir for BrO in pristine environments, especially at
night (Schofield et al. 2006).
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2.2.5

Previously observed BrO concentrations in the Antarctic

BrO observations found throughout literature (Table 2.) exhibit a high dependence on location.
Areas that are especially prone to downslope winds (i.e., katabatic flow) such as Amundsen, located
on the Ross ice shelf exhibit increased concentrations. Observations also vary greatly at the same
site (e.g., Halley) depending on the year of observation.
Table 2. Annual mean BrO concentrations (pptv) observed at various sites in Antarctica.

Site

Mean

Max

St. Dev

Study

Amundsen

23.5

40.9

± 9.4

Fernandez et al. (2019)

Scott

3.8

10.9

± 2.0

Fernandez et al. (2019)

Halley

7.0

13.3

± 2.2

Buys et al. (2013)

Halley

18.8

20.2

± 1.1

Saiz-Lopez et al. (2007)

2.3 Mercury
Atmospheric mercury exists in three different forms: in gaseous elemental form (Hg0), particlebound mercury (HgP), and gaseous oxidised mercury (HgII). All three forms play unique roles both in a
biogeochemical sense and within ecosystems. Mercury is primarily transported on regional to global
scales through the atmosphere, whereas land and ocean processes are more important in the
redistribution of Hg within ecosystems (e.g., freshwater, terrestrial, marine. CH3Hg is mainly
produced within an ecosystem and not a primary pollutant of mercury. Primary sources increase the
total amount of Hg in surface reservoirs, while secondary sources redistribute it among reservoirs
and within ecosystems.
Primary sources of mercury transfer Hg from lithospheric reservoirs to the atmosphere. Hg is then
deposited to land and oceans. Deposited Hg can be reduced to Hg0 and then re-emitted. This is
significant as it suggests that global water cycles play a role in the re-emission of Hg into Antarctic
environments. The re-emission process represents a secondary pollution source as it is an exchange
of Hg among surface reservoirs via atmospheric transport.
In terms of Antarctica, the most significant form of mercury is Hg0. This is due to its prolonged
atmospheric residence time of months to a year, which leads to synoptic distribution to remote
locations (i.e., polar regions) (Ebinghaus et al. 2002; Driscoll et al. 2013). HgII on the other hand has
an atmospheric residence time of hours to days, and thus are generally deposited either locally or
regionally (Clarkson and Magos 2006). Ebinghaus et al. 2002 observed decreased Hg0 concentrations
in the lower tropospheric MBL following polar sunrise at Neumayer station in Antarctica. It is
hypothesised that this is due to oxidation of Hg0, followed by adsorption and deposition of the
oxidized form (HgII), reducing available Hg0 in the troposphere. BrO radicals and ozone also play a
key role in the boundary layer chemistry during springtime mercury depletion events in the Antarctic
troposphere (Ebinghaus et al. 2002).
2.3.1

Toxicity

Mercury toxicity is not directly related to the atmospheric concentration of gaseous Hg0, but rather a
result of the methylation of HgII to Methylmercury (CH3Hg) due to its bioaccumulation in ecosystems
(Clarkson and Magos 2006). Humans and other wildlife (terrestrial or marine) exposure to Mercury
mainly occur via trophic (i.e., via food chains) transport and it is because of this that the impacts of
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Hg on ecosystem health concerns not only regional accumulation and deposition of Hg but also
global concern. CH3Hg exposure has increased with industrialization and the increasing cumulative
release of Hg to the environment from anthropogenic sources (Driscol et al. 2013; Howard et al.
2017). CH3Hg concentrations are elevated in fish and shellfish, particularly piscivorous fish such as
tuna. The most significant example of this in recent history is the outbreak of ‘Minamata disease’ in
1956 which was caused by the release of CH3Hg in industrial waters into Minamata Bay in Japan,
leading to severe chronic mercury poisoning for the local population who consumed fish and
shellfish in the bay (Clarkson and Magos 2006).
2.3.2

Sources of Mercury

Mercury is directly mobilized by humans into ecosystems through mining (used in metal extraction
and present in coal and other metal ores), in product use (e.g., paint, electronic devices), through its
use in industry (e.g., in chlor-alkali plants; as a catalyst), and the burning of fossil fuel (Howard et al.
2017). Mean atmospheric concentrations range from 1.1 to 1.3 ng m–3 in the Southern Hemisphere
(Sprovieri et al. 2010).
Overall, total global Hg emissions (in all forms) to the atmosphere range from 6500 to 8200 Mg yr–1.
1900–2900 Mg yr–1 is attributed to primary anthropogenic sources, versus 80–600 Mg yr–1 from
primary natural (geogenic) sources (Figure 9). Vegetation, soil, and snow all play significant roles in
the re-emission of HgII and Hg0 with over 93% of deposited Hg being re-emitted.
Oceans are well-documented natural source and sinks of Hg, especially the Southern Ocean which is
relevant to Antarctic observations of Hg (Angot et al. 2014; Ebinghaus et al. 2002; Nerentorp
Mastromonaco et al. 2016; Dommergue et al. 2012; Sprovieri et al., 2002; Brooks et al. 2002;
Pfaffhuber et al. 2012). Figure 9 highlights that approximately 68% of HgII deposited into oceans are
re-emitted as Hg0.

Figure 9. Sources and sinks of mercury at the Earth’s surface. Hg(II) includes both gaseous and particulate
forms. Percentages in brackets are estimated increases in pools and fluxes due to anthropogenic activities over
the past 150 years. Fluxes are in Mg yr–1 (Reproduced from Driscoll et al. 2013).
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2.3.3

Significant Mercury reactions in Polar environments

The following are important pathways and reactions that enable mercury to be transported between
reservoirs (e.g., surface ocean to atmosphere) within polar regions (Coburn et al. 2016):
BrO + Hg 0 → HgO + Br

(R14a)

→ HgBr + O

(R14b)

→ HgBrO

(R14c)

Hg0 + O3 → HgO + O2

(R15)

HgO(g) ↔ HgO(aq)

(R16)

HgO(aq) → Hg0 (g)

(R17)

Reaction 14 is especially important as it shows the primary oxidation pathway in polar environments
for Hg0. While R15 can occur, the reaction rate with O3 is too slow to be important in the
troposphere (Coburn et al. 2016). The gaseous HgO that is formed is then deposited (R16) into
aqueous reservoirs (ocean, sea ice, snow etc.). Reaction 14 also suggests that polar environments
are an important sink for Hg in the global cycle as BrO concentrations are highest above the
Antarctic interior (Legrand et al. 2016).
Multiyear sea ice (sea ice that lasts longer than one year) is especially significant as it acts as a longterm reservoir for Hg species (Coburn et al. 2016). RGM species can then be re-emitted into the
atmosphere (R17) in the form of Hg0. Hg0 that is re-emitted can then be further oxidised by Br
species, repeating the cycle, or other gaseous reactive halogen species (e.g., ClO). High rates of
oxidation can lead to MDE’s (Lindberg et al., 2002). Increased incoming solar radiation has been
shown to have a vital role in reaction 17, releasing Hg0 through snow and ice melt (Lindberg et al.
2002).
2.3.4

Behaviour of Mercury

Southern Hemisphere mercury observations play an essential role in understanding the global
mercury cycle. Annual measurements of Hg0 in the Southern Ocean have shown varying background
concentrations between 0.9 and 1 ng m−3 (Angot et al. 2014; Ebinghaus et al. 2002; Nerentorp
Mastromonaco et al. 2016; Dommergue et al. 2012; Sprovieri et al., 2002; Brooks et al. 2002;
Pfaffhuber et al. 2012). Nerentorp Mastromonaco et al. (2016) observed Hg0 and ozone depletion
events over four months in the Weddell Sea, in the Southern Ocean near the Antarctic Peninsula.
Nerentorp Mastromonaco et al. (2016) found that Hg0 and ozone depletion events occurred not only
during spring, which had already been well documented in multiple studies (Angot et al. 2014;
Ebinghaus et al. 2002; Clarkson and Magos 2006) but also during late winter/ early spring,
exclusively over sea ice areas. It was found that incoming solar radiation during Antarctic winter is
sufficient to initiate the photolytic formation of halogen radicals, leading to MDEs. Winter depletions
in July were characterized by stronger correlations between mercury and ozone and enhanced
formation of particulate-bound mercury compared to late spring depletion events.
Between January 2000 and January 2001, Ebinghaus et al. (2002) found mean Hg0 concentrations to
be 1.063 ± 0.235 ng m-3 at Neumayer in Antarctica. Between January and February 2000 and
December 2000-February 2001 (i.e., late spring to early summer), Hg0 concentrations were highly
variable (1.043 ± 0.284 ng m-3). Hg0 and ozone concentrations were negatively correlated during this
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period. Concentrations of more than 2.0 ng m-3 were attributed to activities originating on southern
continents during summer campaigns. Between March and July 2000 (Antarctic winter), Hg0
concentrations remained at a constant level of 1.146 ± 0.075 ng m-3 while ozone concentrations
constantly increased. Background levels of Hg0 at Neumayer are in good agreement with the average
background concentrations in the Southern Hemisphere. Between August and November 2000,
several simultaneous depletion events of surface-level Hg0 and ozone were detected with minimum
daily average Hg0 being about 0.958 ± 0.278 ng m-3. Hg0 and ozone depletion occur simultaneously in
the troposphere during Antarctic springtime (Ebinghaus et al. 2002).
MDEs coincide with the enhanced occurrence of BrO radicals in the Antarctic atmosphere during
springtime. GOME (Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment) satellite data have been used to analyse
BrO concentrations. The GOME satellite shows enhanced BrO on the sea ice around the Antarctic
continent after polar sunrise (September). Air masses at ground level coming from the sea ice
surfaces, accompanied by BrO enhancements, could be a prerequisite for the MDEs at Neumayer
and possibly other sites within Antarctica (Ebinghaus et al. 2002).
2.3.5

Previously observed Hg0 concentrations in the Antarctic

Previous observations of Hg0 in the Antarctic (Table 3) reveal that coastal sites (e.g., McMurdo,
Neumayer) and observations from nearby Antarctic waters (e.g., Weddell sea, Terra Nova Bay)
consistently exhibit larger annual mean Hg0 concentrations than inland sites (e.g., Concordia, Troll).
Table 3. Annual mean Hg0 concentrations found at various sites in Antarctica. Concentrations are given in ng m -3

Site
Amsterdam
island
Neumayer

Mean
1.03

Max
1.55

St. Dev
± 0.08

Study
Angot et al. 2014

1.063

n/a

± 0.235

Ebinghaus et al. 2002

Weddell sea

1.0

1.2

± 0.2

Nerentorp Mastromonaco et al.

Dome Concordia
Terra Nova Bay

0.85
0.9

2.3
n/a

±0.46
±0.3

2016
Dommergue et al. 2012
Sprovieri et al., 2002

McMurdo

1.20

n/a

± 1.08

Brooks et al. 2002

Troll

0.93

n/a

±0.19

Pfaffhuber et al. 2012

2.4 Ozone
Atmospheric ozone (O3) primarily resides in the stratosphere (11-50 km above the surface). Ozone is
extremely beneficial in the stratosphere as it absorbs harmful ultraviolet energy (≤ 290 nm) while
allowing wavelengths of ≥290 nm to penetrate through the troposphere (Ruhland et al. 2005). When
an ozone molecule absorbs ultraviolet radiation, it splits into molecular oxygen (O2) and a free
oxygen atom (O). Usually, the free oxygen atom quickly re-joins with an oxygen molecule to form
another ozone molecule. This is known as an "ozone-oxygen cycle" (McElroy et al. 1992). The ozoneoxygen cycle enables harmful ultraviolet radiation to be continuously converted into heat (Ruhland
et al. 2005).
Tropospheric ozone constitutes only 10 % of the total atmospheric ozone budget but plays an
important role as an atmospheric oxidant and greenhouse gas, which in high concentrations, is toxic
to life, harming natural ecosystems and reducing agricultural productivity. The Antarctic has
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generally been cited as a sink for ozone rather than a source due to its limited potential to produce
ozone (see Section 2.4) and the occurrence of ODEs during late winter and early spring months.
Changes in tropospheric ozone and climate can influence the production and distribution of air
pollutants such as ozone, particulate matter, nitrous oxides, and oxidised organic compounds. The
mechanisms involved in these processes are:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

2.4.1

Alterations in the transport and distribution of ozone from the stratosphere to
troposphere, known as stratosphere-to-troposphere transport (STT)
Variation of the intensity of UV-B radiation in the troposphere.
Changes in meteorology; this can lead to direct indirect impacts on human health
and the environment.

Sources of Ozone Pollution

Ozone concentrations are influenced by a variety of meteorological factors such as temperature,
dew point, wind speed, wind direction, incoming solar radiation, and relative humidity. Although
these factors can influence the patterns, distribution, and production of ozone, ozone is a secondary
pollutant, so tracking ozone precursors is necessary for understanding the global and Antarctic
ozone budgets. Generally, ozone concentration is elevated in subsiding tropospheric air that flows
out from the Antarctic interior to coastal regions (Chambers et al. 2018).
The most important anthropogenic precursors for ozone are Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs),
hydroxyl radicals, methane, and nitrogen oxides. While most of these precursors have a variety of
natural and biogenic sources, their pollutant concentrations are also enhanced by human activity.
For example, atmospheric NOx emissions are directly related to fuel consumption, which are
increased in summer by shipping and aircraft emissions near Antarctic bases. The direct effects of
these precursors on Antarctic ozone concentration are much harder to quantify, but it is estimated
that chemical production contributes about 5000 Tg yr−1 to global tropospheric ozone (Mallet et al.
2016).
Although most tropospheric ozone is produced photochemically from anthropogenic and natural
precursors, this is not the only source of tropospheric ozone. Downward transport of ozone from the
stratosphere to the troposphere is an additional natural source of ozone that is especially significant
in the upper troposphere.
Stratosphere-to-troposphere transport (STT) provides an important natural source of ozone to the
upper troposphere but can also increase regional surface ozone (Greenslade et al. 2017).
Tropospheric ozone concentration responds seasonally to the flux from the stratosphere and is not
strictly dependant on altitude or latitude. STT has been shown to influence tropospheric ozone at an
Antarctic site (Davis) near the sites analysed in this study (Greenslade et al. 2017). The contribution
of STT to overall tropospheric ozone budgets remains uncertain. Models have however shown that
STT is significant enough that stratospheric ozone depletion has propagated to the upper
troposphere (Stevenson et al. 2013).
Antarctic biogenic sources of ozone precursors (mainly CH4, and NOx) should also be considered. The
presence of Adelie penguin and Snow petrel colonies at all three sites could play a role in the
formation of tropospheric ozone during spring and early summer when bioactivity is at its peak
(Ruhland et al. 2005).
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In-situ photochemical production of ozone is the most significant source of ozone in the troposphere
(Mallet et al. 2016). Although photochemical production of ozone is always occurring, it can be
enhanced by specific events in southern continents. A significant source of ozone precursors that
occurs in southern continents is biomass burning. Biomass burning releases a variety of precursor
compounds such as NOx and VOCs which all play an important role in ozone chemistry (Mallet et al.
2016). To understand the photochemical formation of ozone, we must first understand the Chapman
Mechanism.
2.4.2

Chapman Mechanism

The Chapman Mechanism can be summarised by the following four reactions (McElroy et al. 1992).
First:
𝑂2 + ℎ𝑣 → 𝑂 + 𝑂

(𝜆 < 240 𝑛𝑚)

(R18)

where the O atoms are in the ground-level triplet state O(3P) and are highly reactive due to their two
unpaired electrons. O(3P) combines rapidly with O2 to form ozone via the following reaction:
𝑂 + 𝑂2 + 𝑀 → 𝑂3 + 𝑀

(R19)

where M is a third body that acts to stabilise excited ozone molecules.
The O3 molecules produced in reaction (R19) undergo photolysis (R20):
𝑂3 + ℎ𝑣 → 𝑂2 + 𝑂(1 𝐷)
𝑂(1 𝐷) + 𝑀 → 𝑂 +
𝑁𝑒𝑡: 𝑂3 + ℎ𝑣 → 𝑂2 + 𝑂

(𝜆 < 320 𝑛𝑚)

(R20)
(R21)

where O(1D) is the O atom in an excited singlet state and is rapidly stabilized to O(3P) by collision
with N2 or O2.
O3 may also recombine with O to form O2 (R22) but is not a terminal sink since O2 can subsequently
produce O3 (19):
𝑂3 + 𝑂 → 2𝑂2

(R22)

Figure 10. Schematic of Chapman Mechanism (Reproduced from McElroy et al. 1992)

Due to the reduced incoming solar radiation in Antarctica, the production of ozone is reduced in
comparison to equatorward latitudes (Ruhland et al. 2015). This suggests that much lower
background levels of ozone coming from the Southern Ocean and Antarctic continent than at
locations close to the equator. Expected concentrations for Southern Ocean background ozone
levels are generally between 20 and 30 ppb (Molloy et al. 2009).
The ozone present in the troposphere is important for atmospheric composition because the OH•
radical is generated from the photolysis of ozone (Barrie 1998). The formation of OH• radicals leads
to a cycle of reactions that result in the photochemical degradation of organic compounds of
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anthropogenic and biogenic origin, the enhanced formation of ozone, and the atmospheric
formation of acidic compounds. OH• formation from ozone begins with R18, followed by R20, and
R23 (McElroy et al. 1992):
𝑂(1 𝐷) + 𝐻2 𝑂 → 2𝑂𝐻
2.4.3

(R23)

Catalytic loss Cycles

Ozone molecules are broken down naturally when they absorb ultraviolet radiation, but they can
also be destroyed by chemical reaction with chlorine atoms. It has been estimated that one atom of
chlorine can destroy 100,000 ozone molecules (Barrie 1988). An example of an atmospheric source
of chlorine is chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). CFCs were previously widely used in aerosol spray cans, as
well as in refrigerants up to the 1990s. CFCs have an atmospheric residence time of about 100 years.
Although CFCs are released in the lower troposphere, often at surface levels, they slowly mix
upwards and eventually reach the stratosphere. It is in the stratosphere where CFCs start to display
their threat to the natural ozone layer. CFCs are broken down by ultraviolet radiation, mobilising
chlorine atoms, which can then react with, and destroy ozone. Although this process occurs globally,
it is especially significant in the Antarctic stratosphere, where it can cause rapid ODEs (Bian et al
2018).
Generally, the stratosphere is heated by the absorption of ultraviolet radiation. During Antarctic
winter however, there is no incoming solar radiation, and thus no ultraviolet radiation, leading to
extremely cold stratospheric temperatures. The troposphere also becomes significantly colder
during Antarctic winter due to longwave radiation losses at the surface. These very low
temperatures throughout the atmospheric column cause the formation of the Polar Vortex. The
Polar Vortex can be described as a band of very strong westerly winds that encircle Antarctica
restricting the mixing of air between Antarctica and equatorward latitudes, further cooling the
Antarctic stratosphere to temperatures below -85C. At temperatures below –85C polar
stratospheric clouds (PSCs) can develop.
PSCs are composed of ice and nitrogen compounds and the chemical reactions that take on the
particles which make up these clouds lead to the breakdown of CFCs and the formation of molecular
chlorine. Unlike atomic chlorine, molecular chlorine does not destroy ozone, thus ozone can
continually grow in concentration during Antarctic winter (Ruhland et al. 2005; Barrie 1988; Molloy
2009).
2.4.3.1 Hydrogen Oxide Radicals (HOx)
Catalytic cycles initiated by oxidation of water vapour represent a significant sink for stratospheric
ozone. HOx cycles are the most common catalytic loss cycles in polar environments. Water vapour is
transported from the troposphere to the stratosphere and is also produced within the stratosphere
by the oxidation of CH4. This water vapour is then oxidised by O(1D) (produced in R20, which acts to
overcome the stability of H2O) forming OH• (McElroy et al. 1992):
The hydroxyl radical formed in this reaction can then go on to react with ozone, creating HO2 which
can also react with O3, leading to a net loss of ozone:
𝑂𝐻 + 𝑂3 → 𝐻𝑂2 + 𝑂2

(R24a)

𝐻𝑂2 + 𝑂3 → 𝑂𝐻 + 2𝑂2

(R24b)
𝑁𝑒𝑡 ∶ 2𝑂3 → 3𝑂2
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2.4.3.2 Nitrogen Oxide Radicals (NOx)
NOx compounds have a variety of sources including production from lightning or via agricultural
fertilisers. Anthropogenic sources of NOx however are the major source of NOx pollution, with major
sources from industrial activities and fuel usage. Although NOx compounds often act as a precursor
to third body’s, which helps enable the formation of ozone. It can also react with ozone to form a
net loss of ozone from the atmosphere (McElroy et al. 1992):
𝑁𝑂 + 𝑂3 → 𝑁𝑂2 + 𝑂2

(R25a)

𝑁𝑂2 + 𝑂 → 𝑁𝑂 + 𝑂2

(R25b)

𝑁𝑒𝑡 ∶ 𝑂3 + 𝑂 → 2𝑂2
2.4.3.3 Chlorine radicals (ClOx)
The major source of chorine pollution in the atmosphere comes from the release of CFCs. When
photolyzed, CFCs release atomic chlorine which triggers a catalytic loss mechanism for ozone, similar
to that of the NOx catalysed mechanism (McElroy et al. 1992):
𝐶𝑙 + 𝑂3 → 𝐶𝑙𝑂 + 𝑂2

(R26a)

𝐶𝑙𝑂 + 𝑂 → 𝐶𝑙 + 𝑂2

(R26b)
𝑁𝑒𝑡: 𝑂3 + 𝑂 → 2𝑂2

One major difference between ClOx and NOx cycles is that ClOx only remains in non-radical chlorine
reservoirs on the order of days to weeks. The mechanism of ozone loss by ClO in the Antarctic can be
described as the following (McElroy et al. 1992):
2 × (𝐶𝑙 + 𝑂3 → 𝐶𝑙𝑂 + 𝑂2 )

(R27)

𝑛𝑒𝑡: 2𝑂3 → 3𝑂2
The ClOx catalytic cycle is made even more important in Antarctica due to the high concentrations of
ClO and BrO (see Section 2.2) which reside in the Antarctic atmosphere.
2.4.4

Behaviour of Ozone

Ozone concentrations in all layers of the atmosphere within polar environments exhibit seasonal
patterns. Ozone (especially stratospheric and to a lesser degree tropospheric) displays a strong
negative correlation with incoming solar radiation, with ozone concentrations peaking in winter
months followed by rapid depletion in late spring-early summer, where an “ozone hole” is produced
(Barrie et al. 1988). An ozone hole represents a near-total depletion of ozone within a portion of the
stratosphere.
Tropospheric Ozone has a highly variable atmospheric lifetime (minutes in the MBL to over three
weeks in the free troposphere; Young et al. 2013). Coastal sites in Antarctica generally display a
higher degree of surface ozone mixing ratios than sites located on the Antarctic Plateau (Legrand et
al. 2016), attributed to differences in incoming solar radiation and wind regimes. Legrand et al.
(2016) found that surface ozone concentrations in summer at coastal sites in Eastern Antarctica
(Dumon d’Urville, McMurdo, and Syowa) are especially affected by inland NOx chemistry and
bromine chemistry. Synoptic transport, whether it be through synoptically forced downslope winds
or especially katabatic drainage at coastal sites is also attributed to high ozone mixing ratios due to
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the replenishment of oxidant-rich air masses originating from the high plateau. Differences in
surface ozone concentration between the aforementioned sites during late winter/spring are
attributed to the abundance of sea ice offshore from the sites (see Section 2.2.1), whereas those in
summer are related to the topography of East Antarctica and the degree of katabatic drainage. Air
masses correlated with oceanic winds were also found to have a reduced concentration of ozone
(Legrand et al. 2016).
2.4.5

Previously observed O3 concentrations in the Antarctic

Annual mean surface concentrations of O3 at multiple Antarctic sites (Table 4) are consistently 25-30
ppb. Of particular interest is Zhongshan, located approximately 110km away from Davis. Expected
concentrations at Davis during this study should be close to the mean (± St dev.) that is observed at
Zhongshan station.
Table 4. 2013 annual average surface concentration of O3 at different observation sites
(from Bian et al. 2018). Concentrations are given in ppb.

Site

Mean

St. Dev

Zhongshan

25.29

± 6.39

Neumayer

25.40

n/a

Syowa

26.09

n/a

Halley

25.74

n/a

Arrival Heights

26.83

n/a

Amundsen-Scott

28.54

n/a

2.5 Radon as a tracer
Radon-222 (radon) is a gaseous decay product of Uranium-238. Radon is a naturally occurring,
radioactive, noble gas that is poorly soluble and originates mainly from unsaturated or unfrozen
terrestrial surfaces. Its immediate parent, Radium-226, is found ubiquitously in soils and rocks.
Radon has a relatively short half-life (t0.5 = 3.82 days), so it does not accumulate in the atmosphere
on greater than synoptic timescales (i.e., > 3 weeks). As a result, it is an unmistakable indicator of
recent terrestrial influence on air masses. Its half-life is much longer than the atmospheric boundary
layer mixing timescale (~1 hour) but short enough compared to the timescales of large-scale
atmospheric processes to limit tropospheric concentrations to 1-3 orders of magnitude lower than
near-surface values (Williams et al. 2011). These characteristics make radon an ideal tracer of
atmospheric transport at regional to hemispheric scales (Chambers et al. 2016, Chambers et al.
2017, Chambers et al. 2018).
Radon measured in air at Antarctic sites can originate from:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Long-distance transport in the marine boundary layer from other continents,
exposed rock and shallow coastal water leading to an increased local radon flux from
land and ocean, and
tropospheric air subsiding over Antarctica.

In summer, subsiding tropospheric air experiences more recent terrestrial influence, which can be
associated with an amplitude ~0.05 Bq m-3 , characterized by a late summer maximum and spring
minimum.
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Antarctic coastal sites are generally dominated by a combination of local radon sources (when rock
and soil are exposed) and subsidence of terrestrially influenced tropospheric air, whereas those on
the Antarctic Plateau are primarily controlled by tropospheric subsidence (Chambers et al. 2018;
Chambers et al. 2017; Molloy et al. 2013). Since most anthropogenic gaseous and aerosol pollutants
are of terrestrial origin, radon observations can serve as a proxy for the “pollution potential” of air
masses in remote regions. A threshold of 0.1 Bq m-3 is often employed as an indicator of recent
terrestrial influence (e.g., Molloy et al. 2014; Chambers et al. 2017).
Chambers et al. (2017) outlines three categories of typical radon concentrations and their
corresponding origins at King Sejong, an Antarctic station. These are:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Southern Ocean “baseline” air masses (0.03 ≤ Rn ≤ 0.05 Bq m3),
rapid synoptically driven air mass transport from the marine boundary layer
(“radonic storms”) (0.2 ≤ Rn ≤ 2.0 Bq m3), and
local influences from exposed rock (enhancement of baseline radon concentrations
by ≤0.05 Bq m3).

Observation made at King Sejong in Chambers et al. 2017 should have a greater influence from air
masses in equilibrium with the Southern Ocean than at the sites observed in this study (Casey, Davis,
Mawson). King Sejong is also much closer to southern continents (~1200 km from the tip of South
America) than the three sites in this study (all >3000 km from Australia) and, as such, radon
concentrations related to “radonic storms” (rapid transport events) could be lower than 0.2 Bq m-3
at sites in this study. The influence on radon concentrations from locally exposed rocks at the sites of
this study should also be much higher than that of King Sejong since King Sejong is located at the end
of a large peninsula. Boundary layer depths at the study sites will be (mostly) shallower than those at
King Sejong since that base is surrounded by ocean and not ice sheets or shallow waters (Chambers
et al. 2017). Consequently, any local radon sources might be expected to yield an amplified
concentration signal since the mixing volume is smaller than that near King Sejong (Chambers et al.
2017).
3. Methods
The following section will go through the methods used throughout this study. In this study, Air
masses were evaluated based on their absolute humidity (using dew point) and sorted into specific
categories. Trace gas concentrations within each air masses category can then be analysed to assess
the validity of the separation technique. Radon observations were also utilised to evaluate the
degree of terrestrial influence.
Section 3.1 will provide a brief overview of each study site. Section 3.2 will focus on the
instrumentation used to obtain data at each site with a more detailed description of the specific data
used in this study in section 3.3. Section 3.4 will provide a general overview of the data analysis
methods that were used throughout the study, with section 3.5 detailing the specifics of the trace
gas analysis and section 3.6 focusing on the and airmass/fetch categorisation methods. Section 3.7
will detail how radon was used to determine the degree of terrestrial influence throughout the study
and section 3.8 will discuss the model used to estimate local radon influence for each fetch category
at each site.
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3.1 Study Sites
Figure 11 shows the location of the three coastal sites focused on in this study within the broader
context of the Antarctic continent. All three sites observed in this study are home to a variety of
native Antarctic vegetation and wildlife, including Adélie penguins, Emperor penguins, Flying birds,
Elephant seals, Leopard seals, and Weddell seals (Australian Antarctic Division, 2021).
Measurements and observations were taken on the RV Aurora Australis while anchored (within
100m) of one of three Australian Antarctic research stations: Casey, Davis, or Mawson. The three
sites are described briefly below.

Figure 13. Location of Casey, Davis, and Mawson among the broader Antarctic Continent. Map produced with
Google Earth (https://www.google.com/earth/, Map Data ©SIO, NOAA, U.S. Navy, NGA, GEBCO)

3.1.1

Casey Local area

Casey is located in a low rocky area of the Windmill Islands and peninsulas. The Windmill Islands
surrounding Casey consists of more than 50 islands, home to tens of thousands of native birds and
mammals. In terms of vegetation, Casey is the site of two Antarctic Specially Protected Areas (ASPAs)
harbouring large moss beds and lichens and is also recognised as among the most significant
vegetated areas on the continent, with some of the most extensive and developed plant
communities on the continent. There are also two other ASPA sites nearby.
The annual mean wind speed at Casey is around 5.5 m s-1. The area is prone to blizzards produced by
low-pressure systems that occur with little warning (Australian Antarctic Division, 2021).
3.1.2

Davis Local area

Davis is located in the Vestfold Hills, an ice-free area of about 400 km2 of low-lying hilly country.
Davis is the largest coastal ice-free area in Antarctica and has the greatest variety and number of
lakes on the continent. Davis is a key research station in the Australian Antarctic Science program,
mainly due to its physical location, wildlife populations, and pristine high latitude atmosphere.
The proximity of Davis to areas such as the Larsemann Hills and the West Ice Shelf makes it a key
station in studying intracontinental air transport between Casey and Mawson. Davis station is
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dominated by northeasterly winds year-round, with an annual mean wind speed of around 6 m s-1
(Australian Antarctic Division, 2021).
3.1.3

Mawson Local area

Mawson is situated on an isolated outcrop of rock on the coast of Mac Robertson Land, at the edge
of the Antarctic Plateau. In the coastal region, the plateau surface is mostly blue ice. Occasionally the
ice is covered by light snow in winter and spring. It is also located near the Prince Charles Mountains.
The series of nunataks, mountain peaks and flat-topped massifs are the largest and most wellexposed cross-section of the East Antarctic Shield. It is important to note that Mawson generally
experiences an ice-free period during February (around the time of the study).
The station is near 3 ASPA sites that are home to some of the largest breeding colonies of Emperor
and Adélie penguins, snow petrels, Antarctic petrels, Wilson’s storm petrels, cape petrels, southern
giant petrels, Antarctic fulmars and skuas (Australian Antarctic Division, 2021).
3.2 Instrumentation
The AIR-BOX facility consists of a shipping container capable of remote deployment on fixed or
mobile platforms (e.g., ships, trains) and autonomous operation. All instruments used within this
study were located either in or around the AIR-BOX facility aboard the RV Aurora Australis at the
“Top of Wheelhouse” (Figure 12), resulting in an approximate measurement height of about 30m
ASL.

Figure 12. Modified ship schematic obtained directly from the Australian Antarctic Division. Top of wheelhouse is circled in
red.

All ship and AIR-BOX data used in this project were measured aboard the RV Aurora Australis during
the 2018-19 resupply season. Datasets were obtained from the Australian Antarctic Data Centre
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(Symons (2019a); Symons (2019b); Symons (2019c)), a facility provided by the Australian Antarctic
Division (AAD). These datasets describe a variety of positional and meteorological data aboard the
ship continuously at a resolution of 60 seconds. Three separate voyage datasets were used. The
details of each voyage are described in Table 5.
Table 5. Stations visited with corresponding arrival and departure
times for each voyage.

Voyage
V1
V2
V3
3.2.1

Station
Davis
Casey
Mawson

Arrival
Departure
8/11/2018
15/11/2018
14/12/2018
28/12/2018
30/01/2019
8/02/2019

MAX-DOAS

MAX-DOAS builds upon DOAS instruments by allowing observations across distinct elevation angles
(Figure 13) and not just the zenith angle, which is used to quantitatively determine atmospheric
tracer gas concentrations by their characteristic absorption bands in the atmosphere (Honninger et
al. 2003; Tian et al 2019; Platt 2000). Unlike laboratory spectroscopy, DOAS measurements are
unable to measure true intensity in the absence of atmospheric absorption (Tian et al 2019; Platt
2000). Because of this, high pass filtering of the spectra is used to obtain a differential absorption
(that is the total absorption of any molecule in contrast to the total light extinction) signal and
eliminate interference from Rayleigh and Mie scattering. DOAS measurements are part per trillion
(ppt) sensitive, with about 1–10% precision on any given measurement.
The use of distinct viewing angles allows for the separation of stratospheric and tropospheric
concentrations (as well as the development of a vertical profile of any given gas) which is especially
important for this study as the focus is on lower tropospheric concentrations.

Figure 13. Observation geometry of MAX-DOAS instrument (Reproduced from Tian et al. 2019)
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Figure 14 is a representation of the instrument setup for MAX-DOAS that was used on each voyage
for this study. The telescope is controlled by a stepper motor that adjusts the viewing angle
(between the horizon at 0 and the zenith-angle at 90). The received sunlight is then conducted
through optical fibres to two spectrometers contained in a temperature-stabilised spectrometer
box. The spectrometer box contains two spectrometers, one of which covers ultraviolet wavelengths
(295 to 450 nm) with a 0.6 nm resolution, and the other covers visible wavelengths (430 to 565 nm)
with a 0.6 nm resolution. The control unit can command the elevation angle of the telescope as well
as transport recorded spectral data to the connected PC where it is logged (Honninger et al. 2003).

Figure 14. Instrument setup for MAX-DOAS. (Reproduced from Page, 2021)

3.2.2

Tekran 2537X

For this study, a Tekran 2537X (Tekran Instrument Corporation 2021; Figure 15) gas-phase mercury
analyser was used to perform accurate continuous analysis of Hg0, with a sensitivity of <0.1 ng m-3.
The measurement is based on the amalgamation of mercury onto a gold cartridge followed by
thermal desorption and detection by an integrated cold vapour atomic fluorescence spectrometer
(CVAFS) at a set wavelength (usually around 253.7 nm). Figure 16 depicts a flow diagram for the unit
used in this study. The presence of two gold cartridges for alternating sampling and desorption
modes allows for continuous analysis of Hg0 in an airstream. It should be noted however that the
gold cartridges are susceptible to passivation from acid gases, halogen compounds, and particulate
matter (Tekran Instrument Corporation 2016). Inlet filters (2µm on the Tekran filter canister and 0.2
µm on the inlet filter pack at the rear of the Tekran unit) were also used to remove HgP at a sample
flow rate of 1.000 L min-1 ± 0.1 L.
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Figure 15. Front and Back of Tekran 2537X unit. Front contains injection port to allow in-situ calibration using vapour
phase injections and built-in interface. Rear contains ports for data handling and communication such as serial port,
networking, and USB (Reproduced from TEKRAN instruments Corporation, 2013)

Figure 14. 2537X flow diagram (Reproduced from TEKRAN Instruments Corporation, 2013)

To ensure data quality, daily tasks included checking argon bottle pressure at argon inlet (must be
>200kPa), ensuring Drierite near sample inlet was not depleted (this is important for rapid drying of
air parcels), checking detector voltage (must be between 0.10-0.20 volts), and auto-calibration of data
every 23 hours (baseline deviation should be <0.1 V between cell A and cell B). Between each voyage,
inlet filters were replaced, and the instrument was recalibrated. Drierite was replaced if depletion
levels were greater than 50%.
3.2.3

Thermofisher 49i Ozone analyser

Tropospheric ozone measurements were made using the Thermofisher 49i Ozone analyser (Figure
17). The Model 49i operates on the principle that O3 molecules absorb UV light at 254 nm. The
degree of absorption is directly related to the ozone concentration as described by the Beer-Lambert
Law:
𝐼/𝐼𝑜 = 𝑒 −𝐾𝐿𝐶

Equation 5
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where: K = molecular absorption coefficient, 308 cm-1 (at 0°C and 1 atmosphere), L = length of cell
(38 cm), C = ozone concentration in parts per million (ppm) I = UV light intensity of sample with
ozone (sample gas), and Io = UV light intensity of sample without ozone (reference gas).

Figure 17. Hardware components of 49i ozone analyser (Reproduced from Thermo Scientific 2011)

The sample is drawn into the analyser and split into two gas streams (Figure 18). One gas stream
flows through an ozone scrubber to become the reference gas (Io) and then to the reference
solenoid valve. The sample gas (I) flows directly to the sample solenoid valve. The solenoid valves
alternate the reference and sample gas streams between cells A and B every 10 seconds. UV light
intensities of each cell are measured by detectors. When the solenoid valves switch the reference
and sample gas streams to opposite cells, the light intensities are ignored for several seconds to
allow the cells to be flushed. The Model 49i calculates the ozone concentration and outputs the
average concentration every minute.

Figure 18. Flow schematic diagram of 49i ozone analyser (Reproduced from Thermo Scientific, 2011).
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3.2.4

Dual loop Radon detector

The 1500 L dual-flow-loop two-filter radon detector custom built by ANSTO for AIR-BOX (Figure 19)
has a sampling flow rate of 80-100 L min-1. The radon detector has a detection limit of around 0.03
Bq m-3 and a response time of 45 minutes (to half-peak magnitude) and provides half-hourly
estimates of atmospheric radon (222Rn) activity concentration that are typically aggregated to hourly
values for incorporation with other data sets.
Instrumental background checks and calibrations were planned for each voyage, with the voyage
scientists typically attempting to perform these tasks while the ship was on-station (to prevent loss
of “underway” data). Instrumental background checks take 24 hours to complete, while calibrations
take 10 hours. While performing either of these tasks ambient radon concentrations are not logged
(Werczynski et al. 2016). This led to a loss of available radon measurements each time the ship was
on station. Three calibrations were conducted during the voyages (i.e., one each voyage) (average
calibration coefficient 0.359 ± 0.002 counts per second per Bq m-3) and were consistent throughout
the study season.
The instrument background was measured four times during the voyages, yielding a mean
background value of 55 counts per half hour.

Figure 19. Location of the 1500 L dual-flow-loop two-filter radon detector in AIR-BOX (Reproduced from Werczynski et al.
2016).

A detailed schematic of the radon detector setup is provided in Figure 20.
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Figure 20. Schematic of an ANSTO dual-flow-loop two-filter radon detector setup similar to that installed at AIR-BOX
(Reproduced from Werczynski et al. 2016).

Thoron (220Rn, an isotope of radon) can interfere with the measured radon signal. As such, thoron
intake to the detector tank should be minimised. Since the half-life of thoron is short (55.6 seconds),
near-complete removal of thoron can be achieved by delaying the sampled air by around 5 minutes
before it reaches the detector (Figure 21). This is achieved using a thoron delay volume of 400L (2 
200L delay volumes in series upstream of the detector). Progeny of thoron that has decayed within
the sample line/delay volume will be captured, and removed from the air stream, by the detector’s
primary filter (Werczynski et al. 2016). The main risk of thoron contamination for measurements in
near-pristine conditions is the short-term variability it can cause in the instrumental background
signal. Whereas 222Rn progeny on the detector head decay to the long-lived 210Pb (half-life 22 years;
gradually increasing the detector’s background signal), the corresponding decay product of 220Rn is
212
Pb (half-life 10 hours; which can destabilise the background signal).

Figure 21. Flow schematic of the Thoron delay volumes for the 1500 L AIR-BOX radon detector,
which are located on the roof of the container. (Reproduced from Werczynski et al. 2016)
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3.3 Ship and station data
The only measurement used from station datasets for this study were relative humidity
measurements since station measurements were more consistent than ship-based measurements
over longer time periods. Relative humidity at each site was reported with 60-second resolution.
60-second resolution ship-borne meteorology measurements used for this study included: UTC time,
relative humidity (both port and starboard), latitude and longitude, and wind speed and direction
(both port and starboard). Trace gas measurements are described in subsequent sections. All ship
(including AIR-BOX) and station measurements within this study were resampled to hourly
resolution for analysis.
AIR-BOX housed instruments that were used to record BrO, O3, Hg0, and Radon. BrO was measured
with 20-minute resolution, Hg0 with 5-minute resolution, O3 with 60-second resolution, and radon
with hourly resolution. Radon observations were lagged in time by 1 hour as an approximate
correction for the 45-minute response time of the radon detector (Griffiths et al., 2016).
3.4 Data analysis
All data compilation, manipulation, and analysis were undertaken using Python and a data
processing stack including matplotlib, cartopy, pandas, seaborn, and numpy. The first part of the
data analysis involved compiling station data into a data structure called a DataFrame (a twodimensional tabulation of data) and ensuring consistency across all stations. This process consisted
of creating a ‘datetime’ index (which is extensively used within pandas DataFrame for data
manipulation and plotting) for each site by combining the date and time variables, as well as
converting measured wind speed from knots to metres/second. Wind direction and wind speed
were then down-sampled from one-minute averages to one-hour averages by vector averaging. The
variables 𝑢 and 𝑣, the zonal (east-west), and the meridional (north-south) components of the wind
vector, respectively, form the basis of this conversion, which is as follows:
𝑢 = 𝑤𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃)

Equation 6(a)

𝑣 = 𝑤𝑠 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃)

Equation 6(b)

where ws represents wind speed, and 𝜃 is the ‘math angle’, the angle (in radians) between the wind
vector and the 𝑢 direction.
The math angle was calculated using the following equation:
𝜋

(270 – 𝑊𝐷) (180)

Equation 7

where WD is the wind direction in degrees , following the usual meteorological convention that it
represents the geographical bearing the wind is coming from relative to true north.
After the 1-minute station datasets of wind speed and direction were converted to vectors, they
were averaged to hourly values, and then converted back to wind speed and direction. Given u and v
components, wind speed was calculated using the following equation:
𝑤𝑠 = √𝑢2 + 𝑣 2

Equation 8

Wind direction can be derived from the meridional and zonal wind vectors from the arctangent of
𝑣/𝑢 with case-by-case consideration of the sector the angle falls in. Expressed in Python code, the
conversion from vectors back to meteorological wind direction is:
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bearing = 90. - np.rad2deg(np.arctan2(-v, -u))
bearing = np.mod(bearing+360.0,360.0)
Listing 1. Python Script used to convert vectors to meteorological wind direction.

Local time and UTC time were also added to each dataset as they were required for creating time
series and diurnal variability plots.
All available ship data from each voyage was then concatenated to create one continuous
DataFrame that could be used flexibly for each station. This step ensures that all correction or
processing measures taken are performed consistently throughout the analysis.
Replacing the wind speed, wind direction, and relative humidity from the station data with ship data
was necessary for two reasons: 1) there were large gaps in the station data, which would inhibit the
wind fetch classification used in this study (see Section 3.6); and 2) this would provide more
consistent measurements across all stations. However, the ship data did not contain a direct dew
point temperature measurement, so dew point temperature which was calculated using the
approximation:
𝑇𝑑 = 𝑇 –

100−𝑅𝐻
5

Equation 9

Where: 𝑇𝑑 is dew point temperature, 𝑇 is air temperature, and 𝑅𝐻 is relative humidity.
An approximation for dew point temperature is sufficient for this study as dew point temperature
subsequently undergoes a high pass filter, so only variations about the mean (needed for fetch
analysis) are retained.
The differences between station and ship data can be seen in Figure 22. Station data (red) is missing
for part of the comparison period (on Dec 21, 22, 25 and 26), and differs from the ship-based
measurements during parts of the remaining period. Dew point temperature from the port side
sensor agrees better with station data and is consistently lower than the starboard measurements.
This result is possibly related to the influence of the ship’s exhaust and the ship’s orientation when
on station. The port side dew point temperature was consistently lower than the starboard
measurement at all three sites. Consequently, meteorological measurements from the port side
were chosen for analysis. For the sake of consistency, port side measurements for all other
meteorological data (i.e., wind speed and wind direction) were also used.

Figure 22. Relative humidity measurements made at three different points
during 14/12/2018 – 29/12/2018 at Casey.
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The differences between port side wind speed and station wind speed are not of significance in this
analysis as they follow the same general pattern (Figure 23), and as such, applying a high pass filter
yields similar high frequency fluctuations from each time series.
Diurnal variability of hourly mean wind speed at Mawson

Figure 23. Diel composite of wind speed measurements made port side of the RV Aurora Australis (blue) vs station
measurements at Mawson (orange). Time zone is UTC+5. Line and shading represent mean and 95% confidence interval.

Ship track maps were produced using a scatter plot to show latitude and longitude data, along with a
colourmap corresponding to the day the ship was at the station (0 being the first day at station etc).
For context, the ship tracks were plotted over the ESRI “World Imagery” base map (ESRI, 2021).
3.5 Trace gas analysis
Trace gas observations were analysed by applying a rolling median to each voyage’s respective trace
gases DataFrame using the Python script shown in Listing 2:
def rolling_median(df, numdays, samples_per_day):
df_median = df.rolling( window=numdays*samples_per_day, center=True,
min_periods=samples_per_day).median()
return df_median
Listing 2. Python Script for applying a rolling median to trace gas observations.

where numdays is the window chosen for the rolling median, samples_per_day is the number of
samples per day within a given DataFrame (e.g if a DataFrame had a resolution of 1 minute, the
samples per day would be 1440 given 1440 minutes occur in one day), and df is the input data.
A window of 7 days was used for all rolling medians as it provides an optimal cut-off point for long
range synoptic influence for atmospheric trace gases (Chambers et al. 2018). The rolling median data
was then subtracted from the original trace gas data measurement to create a high pass filter.
The Hg0 data required additional refinement not needed for the other data sets. There are two
measurement cells in the instrument (A and B, labelled in a column called ‘Cart’ in the dataset). The
measurements from each cell diverge from about 15th Jan 2019 onwards (Figure 24). The leading
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hypothesis for the divergence is that cell A was passivated (see Section 3.2.2) faster than cell B. For
these voyages, there was not anyone specifically trained in the maintenance of the Tekran unit used
to measure Hg0. The instrument was calibrated at the start of each voyage but not more frequently,
possibly leading to errors in the measurements.

Figure 24. Time series plot of Hg0 analysis taken from Cell A and Cell B of the Tekran 2537x unit aboard the RV Aurora
Australis in during voyages 1-3 in the 2018/19 season.

A similar issue was recorded for the same Tekran unit in 2017 at Cape Grim (Howard and Edwards
2017). The gold cartridges used within the instrument for pre-concentration of Hg0 had undergone
passivation, compromising the validity of the measurements from the unit.
For the datasets used in this study, the error in Cell A measurements was handled by excluding ‘Cell
A’ data measured after the first of January 2019.
Due to the way the MAX-DOAS technique records data, the BrO datasets were processed differently
to the other datasets. Firstly, the relative error was calculated as:
𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 =

𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

Equation 10

An optimal error threshold of >= 0.6 was determined (Page, 2021) and the dataset was filtered to
exclude measurements that exceeded the threshold. The BrO datasets contained observations from
heights every 200m, from 100m to 4km. BrO measurements closest to the ground (i.e., 100m
values) were used at each station as this height best represented the surface-level concentration.
BrO data was then treated using the same methods as every other trace gas.
3.6 Air mass identification and classification.
Chambers et al (2017) introduced a technique based on absolute humidity measurements by which
atmospheric measurements at coastal Antarctic locations could be broadly separated into periods
dominated by one of three main fetch categories: (i) oceanic fetch, (ii) interior Antarctic fetch
(katabatic flow), or (iii) mixed/coastal fetch.
Absolute humidity is an indication of the actual amount of water vapour present in the atmosphere.
The relative humidity indicates how much water vapour is in the atmosphere relative to the
maximum amount of water vapour the atmosphere could contain at a given temperature and, as
such, is temperature dependent. Different Antarctic fetch regions (interior, coastal or oceanic), have
contrasting temperature environments, so will each start off containing different absolute quantities
of moisture. Because of this, it is important that an absolute measure of water vapour content is
used to distinguish between likely airmass origins. Consequently, dew point temperature (which can
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be treated as a measure of absolute humidity at sea level) was chosen to distinguish air masses into
fetch categories throughout this study.
Since katabatic flow is a diurnal phenomenon that only occurs at night-time/early morning, the study
is restricted to a diurnal window to identify and separate air masses into one of the three separate
fetch categories. The only time of day for which it is possible for any/all these flows to occur is in the
early morning (see Section 2.1.2) since real katabatic flow should not be able to occur during high
sun angles. This means that while it is possible to sample oceanic flow in the afternoon, the morning
window is the best place to look for “threshold” values for separating different kinds of flow.
For each station, an ‘Extended Katabatic Window’ (EKW) was defined. The EKW in this study is the
time frame in which dew point temperature is at its lowest, occurring sometime in the morning. This
coincides with katabatic flow being a gravitational phenomenon that is more common and intense
with reduced surface temperatures, and denser air masses (see Section 2.1.2). Station dew point
temperature data (from Nov 2018- Mar 2019) was used to plot the diurnal variation of dew point
temperature about the mean (using a high pass filter with a window of 10 days) because the
availability of a longer period of data means that the diurnal composite is more representative of the
site-mean conditions than ship-based data. The use of a high pass filter on dew point temperature
also acts to remove changes in water content happening on greater than synoptic timescales. Figure
25 shows the katabatic window for Mawson occurring between 3 and 7 am for most months.
Months 1 and 2 are the most important subplots as these are the months in which ship data at
Mawson was obtained. A flag value of either True or False was assigned to each data point within a
DataFrame for each site depending on whether it fell into the EKW. Note that the EKW is site
dependent.

Figure 15. Diurnal variation of filtered dew point temperature from station data at Mawson from Nov 2018- Mar 2019 .
Month 1 corresponds to Jan, 2 corresponds to Feb etc. Line and shading represent mean and 95% confidence interval.

Each ship voyage had approximately one to two weeks’ worth of ship data at any station (Table 5).
Davis was unique in the sense that although the ship visited the site for a total of two weeks over
three visits, measurements were not consistent and many seasonal influences could be observed
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when including data from all three visits, so to compensate, only the initial visit was analysed (total
of 7 days data).
The classification system used to separate fetch winds into one of three categories was based on
estimated dew point temperature on the basis that (i) air temperature dictates how much moisture
air can hold, (ii) the temperature over water is greater than the temperature over ice, and (iii) air
temperature decreases with altitude in the atmosphere. Essentially, air originating over the ocean
should hold more moisture than air that has been over coastal ice. Air that has recently descended
from the troposphere and come down the ice slopes (assuming it has had little opportunity to collect
moisture along the way) should have less moisture in it than either oceanic or coastal air.
A simple high pass filter was applied to the estimated dew point temperature. The high pass filter
used a rolling mean to analyse the deviation about the mean for the data in question. This filter was
used to remove long-term synoptic changes visible in the dataset. The parameters for this filter were
a window of 10 days, using 24 samples per day. The choice to use 10 days as the window was
justified as 8-12 days is a suitable drop off point for most synoptic changes across the Southern
Ocean coming into Antarctica (Chambers et al. 2018). Dew point temperature estimates that have
been high pass filtered will be referred to as ‘dew point anomaly’ in this study.
To classify airmass observations into one of three fetch categories, the top 120 (i.e., the wettest)
dew point anomaly estimates were classified as ‘oceanic’, the bottom 120 (the driest)
measurements classified as ‘katabatic’, and the remainder as ‘mixed/coastal’. 120 was the chosen
measurement number as it was 5 days’ worth of hourly data i.e., approximately one third of the time
spent at the station. The choice to use 5 days’ worth of data for oceanic and katabatic categories
means there is 1 less day of data for mixed/coastal winds. When plotted, this data creates three
distinct bands, clearly showing the differences in filtered dew point between oceanic, mixed, and
katabatic winds (Figure 26). The separation of all three categories is most evident during the EKW.
To compensate for the shorter dataset at Davis, the same process was applied for fetch classification
but with 2 days of hourly data instead for katabatic and oceanic classification.

Figure 26. Average diurnal dew point anomaly for all three fetch wind classifications at Mawson using the classification
system described in section 3.6. Note the three distinct bands for each fetch class, with katabatic being the lowest dew
point values and oceanic. Month 1 corresponds to Jan 2019; Month 2 corresponds to Feb 2019. Grey band highlights the
EKW. Line and shading represent mean and 95% confidence interval. EKW is site-dependant.

Davis (Figure 27.) and Mawson (Figure 26.) both show high degrees of separation after the defined
EKW well into 10:00 A.M. local time at both stations. The skew towards negative dew point anomaly
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in all fetch categories suggests that Mawson is experiencing mainly katabatic winds, with winds that
are classified as ‘oceanic’ likely being high dew point katabatic winds/synoptically forced downslope
winds.
The high degree of separation outside of the EKW at Davis suggests that mixed/coastal winds
dominate the region for most of the study period, especially due to the low range of dew point
anomaly and high degree of mixing between all three categories that are present.

Figure 27. Average diurnal dew point anomaly for all three fetch wind classifications at Mawson using the classification
system described in section 3.6. Note the three distinct bands for each fetch class, with katabatic being the lowest dew
point values and oceanic. Month 11 corresponds to Nov 2018. Grey band highlights the EKW. Line and shading represent
mean and 95% confidence interval. EKW is site-dependant.

Casey (Figure 28) exhibits the clearest separation between all three fetch categories during the study
period but especially during the EKW.

Figure 28. Average diurnal dew point anomaly for all three fetch wind classifications at Casey using the classification system
described in section 3.6. Note the three distinct bands for each fetch class, with katabatic being the lowest dew point values
and oceanic. Month 12 corresponds to Dec 2019. Grey band highlights the EKW. Line and shading represent mean and 95%
confidence interval. EKW is site-dependant.
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Subsets of DataFrames were then created for each specific fetch category during the EKW, resulting
in three subsets. This allowed for analysis of what was deemed to be ‘true’ katabatic events by
ordering the dew point anomaly values and determining ‘threshold’ values, as described below.
Since the selection method compares values that are averages calculated each day over the whole
EKW, it is not perfect and is only relative to other observations made. This means it is likely that
there will be noise and some samples will be included, incorrectly, into certain categories. To
minimise this, threshold values were determined by plotting trace gas concentrations by dew point
anomaly (Figure 29).

Figure 29. Plot of all trace gases of the katabatic fetch wind category that are in the extended katabatic window at Casey
sorted by Dew point anomaly (°C).

All trace gases except BrO in Figure 29 exhibit either a sharp increase or decrease in concentration
(of trace gas) at a dew point anomaly below -4.0°. These changes most likely indicate the arrival of a
distinct airmass, coming from the troposphere, or in the Antarctic interior. Isolating all
measurements below the -4° dew point anomaly threshold provides measurements that can be
classified with confidence and are called ‘true’ katabatic winds in this study. These true katabatic
values are of particular interest as they are (within the context of this study) the most refined values
available within the fetch wind category. After removing values above the -4° dew point anomaly
threshold, these plots allow for a more detailed and definitive observation of what are believed to
truly be katabatic winds, as well as how trace gases within said category behave (Figure 30). These
principles were applied to all fetch categories at all sites.
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Figure 30. Plot of all trace gases of the ‘True’ katabatic fetch wind category that are in the extended katabatic window at
Casey sorted by Dew point anomaly (°C).

The same ‘refining’ process to identify true fetch wind values was applied to oceanic fetch wind
categories and mixed/coastal fetch wind categories. For the oceanic fetch wind category, a specific
threshold value was derived from the minimum value of dew point anomaly in this category, similar
to the method applied to identify true katabatic fetch winds within the overall katabatic category.
For Mixed/Coastal, the values were simply everything between the minimum defined value for
oceanic wind and the maximum defined value for katabatic fetch winds. Table 6 describes the values
used for this refining process for each fetch category at Casey.
Table 6. Threshold values used to determine “True” fetch wind categories at Casey.

Dew point Anomaly Threshold Values for Casey
(°Celsius)
Fetch category
Katabatic
Mixed
Oceanic

Min

Max
n/a

-4

-4

1

1

n/a

Tables 7 and 8 reveal the threshold values for Davis and Mawson, respectively.
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Table 7. Threshold values used to determine “True” fetch wind categories at Davis.

Dew point Anomaly Threshold Values for Davis
(°Celsius)
Fetch category

Min

Katabatic

Max
n/a

-4

Mixed

-4

-3

Oceanic

-3

n/a

Table 8. Threshold values used to determine “True” fetch wind categories at Mawson.

Dew point Anomaly Threshold Values for Mawson
(°Celsius)
Fetch category

Min

Max

Katabatic

n/a

-2.3

Mixed

-2.3

2

2

n/a

Oceanic
3.7 Using Radon to determine Terrestrial Influence.

For analysis with radon, each subset (katabatic, oceanic, and mixed/coastal) was ordered from
lowest to highest radon concentration (Figure 31).

Figure 31. Plot of all trace gases part of the katabatic fetch wind category in the extended katabatic window at Casey
sorted by radon concentration.

All data within the window as well as a further subset of low and high radon values (bottom and top
30% values based on n, where n is the number of radon measurements) were used to validate the
oceanic and katabatic fetch category definitions. The two categories were compared to identify
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similarities between the low and high subset to determine the accuracy of sorting by radon for
determining the degree of terrestrial influence, and thus, the validity of the fetch separation
technique employed in this study. A higher degree of terrestrial influence is expected under
katabatic winds versus under oceanic winds. For mixed subsets, the mid-range radon values (i.e.
>30% but <70%) are more significant as they minimise any data that may have ended up in the
mixed category from either oceanic or katabatic fetch category winds.
3.8 Local radon influence calculations
To measure the influence of local radon concentrations (oceanic baseline concentration + local
emissions), a variety of estimations were used. Chambers et al. (2017) found a flux of 1000 atom m-2
s-1 at King Sejong Station on the Antarctic Peninsula. For the following calculations, a “worst-case
scenario” is assumed for each fetch category, meaning all other local terrestrial influences from
other directions should be smaller.
Other potential sources of radon include that are not accounted for in the model used include:
-

Exposed rock further along the coastline,

-

Long-distance transport over the ocean from southern continents, and

-

Terrestrial influences in the troposphere subsiding over the pole.

For all sites, an assumed radon flux of 1000 atoms m-2 s-1 is used as in Chambers et al. (2018), along
with a mixing depth of 100 m and oceanic baseline concentration of 0.12 Bq m-3 (see Section 4.4).
This model also assumes that air travels in a straight line along a constant-width box as a column
with unit cross-section and a height equivalent to the mixing depth. Fetch distance is the longest
possible distance that wind in each fetch category can travel over exposed rock. As such, mean wind
speed for the direction of the longest fetch distance was recorded.
For the model used to calculate local radon influence, radioactive decay is neglected, which is
justified provided that transit times are short (𝑡 << 3.8 d). In this case, the governing equation is:
d𝐶
d𝑡

=

𝐹
ℎ

Equation 11

Where:
F is the flux into the box (1000 atoms/m2/s),
𝑡 is the time it takes for an airmass to transit exposed rock,
ℎ is the height of the box and corresponds to the atmospheric boundary layer height (100m),
𝐶0 is the concentration in the box initially (oceanic background = 0.12 Bq m-3)
Equation 11 can be integrated with respect to time, for constant values of 𝐹 and ℎ, to obtain:
𝐶=

𝐹
𝑡 + 𝐶0
ℎ
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4. Results
This section will present and discuss the results found at each site using the methods previously
described (Section 3.) Detailed analyses of the ship locations relative to the respective station for
each observation (Section 4.1), wind data analysis for the observation periods at each station
(Section 4.2), and the local influences on radon concentration (Section 4.3) will be presented and
discussed. The variability of radon concentrations (Section 4.4) and trace gas concentrations (Section
4.5) with respect to Latitude will also be discussed. We will also look at time series plots of each
trace gas observation made aboard the RV Aurora Australis (Section 4.6), and finally, validation the
fetch selection process (Section 4.7) and discussion the trace gas and radon concentrations observed
at each site will be discussed (Section 4.8).
4.1 Ship Locations
For each re-supply voyage, data analysis is focussed on periods when the ship was “at station” (on
one of the three mainland Antarctic bases), according to the times defined by the AAD. Ship track
maps (Figures 31, 32, and 33) were produced for the segments of each voyage for which the ship
was considered to be at station. As evident in these figures, while not always stationary when
considered at station, the ship was generally in the vicinity of (i.e., ≤60 km from) the station until the
last two or three days of the “at station” period, wherein each case the ship can be seen to then
begin moving away from the station. Throughout the “at station” periods, since the ship was always
within 350 km of the station, observations made physically at the station should be relatively
consistent with ship observations and well-suited for ‘gap filling’ (substitution) for periods when ship
measurements were unavailable.
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Ship Track map for Davis

Figure 32. Map of RV Aurora position in relation to Davis station during times when the ship was considered at station as
according to Table 5. Colours indicate time ( in days) relative to 8 Nov 2018 00:00 UTC. Map produced using cartopy,
Basemap © Source: Esri, Maxar, GeoE
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Ship Track map for Casey

Figure 33. Map of RV Aurora Australis position in relation to Casey station during times when the ship was considered at
station as according to Table 5. Colours indicate time (in days) relative to 14 Dec 2018 00:00 UTC. Map produced using
cartopy, Basemap © Source: Esri, Maxar, GeoE
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Ship Track map for Mawson

Figure 34. Map of RV Aurora position in relation to Mawson station during times when the ship was considered at station as
according to Table 5. Colormap represents time (in days) relative to 30 Jan 2019 00:00 UTC. Map produced using cartopy,
Basemap © Source: Esri, Maxar, GeoE

4.2 Wind analysis
Wind rose plots were produced at all three sites using the windrose library package to describe the
consistency of wind speed and direction at each site as a whole and within the EKW. This is an
important step as winds in the EKW are of primary concern, as this is the only period (the EKW)
where katabatic flow is active (see Section 2.1.2) and producing wind rose plots with data outside of
the window would skew the conclusions drawn from the plots. Comparing wind roses for each of the
fetch categories within the EKW with the wind rose for data outside of the EKW also helps to
demonstrate how effective the fetch separation technique used in this study is at selecting the
correct air masses.
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a)

c)

b)

d)

Figure 35. Wind rose plots from Davis Station for; (a) katabatic fetch conditions in the EKW, (b) mixed fetch conditions in
the EKW, (c) oceanic fetch conditions in the EKW, and (d) all observations outside of the EKW. All observations were made
from 08 Nov 2018 – 15 Nov 2018. Colours indicate wind speed (m/s).

Davis Station’s proximity to the Amery ice shelf (Figure 7), where the inland ice sheet reaches
elevations of 3500 m above sea level (Australian Antarctic Data Centre, 2021), makes it susceptible
to strong katabatic winds originating from the Antarctic interior. Streamline patterns (Figure 6)
reveal NE, and ENE-E winds originate from the Antarctic interior, which is reflected in katabatic fetch
winds in Figure 35(a).
Wind flow under mixed fetch conditions indicated in Figure 35(b) from the E and ENE is most likely
synoptically forced flow (up and over the ice, likely originating from a low-pressure system passing
above the station, forcing wind in a clockwise direction).
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NNE and NE flow under oceanic fetch conditions in Figure 35(c) is directly in line with oceanic fetch
that is characteristic of a low-pressure system passing above the station (movement in a clockwise
direction).
Figure 35(d) shows the wind rose plot for winds outside of the EKW, when we would not expect to
see Katabatic drainage. There is however an increased number of weak SW coastal winds under 4.2
m s-1, which would likely increase the influence of local radon emissions (Chambers et al. 2018).
Outside of the EKW we also see very little influence from katabatic directions (ENE and SSW).

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 36. Wind rose plots from Casey Station for (a) katabatic fetch conditions in the EKW, (b) mixed fetch conditions in
the EKW, (c) oceanic fetch conditions in the EKW, and (d) all observations outside of the EKW. All observations were made
from 14 Dec 2018 – 28 Dec 2018. Colours indicate wind speed (m/s).

Streamline patterns (Figure 6) indicate that we should expect to see moderate S, SSE katabatic winds
at this site originating from the Eastern Antarctic plateau. Figure 36(a) confirms winds from this
quadrant under conditions characterised as katabatic fetch at this site. These winds are also
relatively weak (i.e., below 2.6 m s-1) due to a combination of the sheltered location of Casey Station
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and the comparatively lower height of the interior ice shelf (approximately 1300m). This also means
that, due to shallow mixing depths in the MBL, a pronounced local influence on radon concentration
should be observed (Chambers et al. 2018)
Figure 36(b) is especially diagnostic of coastal winds, with a strong influence from the NE, ENE, and E
directions. Coastal winds at Casey station are also much stronger than katabatic winds at Casey,
reaching up to 27.7 m s-1.
Oceanic winds from the NE (Figure 36(c)) are again diagnostic of a low-pressure system passing
above the station. It is also likely that the SSE winds observed in Figure 35(c) is indicative of
synoptically forced flow. ESE winds are likely due to mixing from coastal winds within the oceanic
fetch category.
The wind rose plot for Casey outside of the EKW (Figure 36(d)) indicates that coastal winds dominate
the region. There is, however, considerable variability in the direction of winds, with the second
most common direction after easterly being NE. The NE winds observed are far too weak to be
associated with rapid transport over the ocean from the Australian continent.
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a)

b)

)

c)

d)

Figure 37. Wind rose plots from Mawson Station for (a) katabatic fetch conditions in the EKW, (b) mixed fetch conditions in
the EKW, (c) oceanic fetch conditions in the EKW, and (d) all observations outside of the EKW. All observations were made
from 30 Jan 2019 – 08 Feb 2019. Colours indicate wind speed (m/s).

Mawson is the only station that exhibits wind directions aligned with the streamline patterns shown
in Figure 6 for all fetch categories. Regardless of the designated fetch category, Mawson’s winds are
always South Easterly. The only substantial difference between winds of the three categories is the
wind speed. As described in section 2.1.4., the Amery Ice shelf, near Mawson station’s location, has
an extremely steep decline (Figure 7), which drains katabatic winds down into the narrow ice shelf
from the Eastern Antarctic Plateau. As such, it is expected that a much larger proportion of katabatic
wind events will be observed at this site than at any other station. However, Mawson is also
susceptible to synoptically forced downslope winds. The combined possibility of either katabatic or
synoptically forced downslope winds at this, provides an example of why relying solely on wind
speed and wind direction can be misleading and highlights the importance of using dew point
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temperature (an indicator of absolute atmospheric moisture content) to distinguish between each
fetch category.
Outside of the EKW (Figure 37(d)), there appears to be very little variation in wind speed and
direction for the period that the ship was at station, which is to be expected on such a short time
scale and especially at Mawson due to its unique location.
4.3 Local influences on radon concentration.
Local area maps are vital in understanding local influences on atmospheric composition and fluxes of
radon from ice-free rock surfaces and shallow water regions. Using the methods described in section
3.8, estimated values for the local radon concentration for each fetch wind category were made. All
other local emission sources should be smaller than the calculated value.
The Davis local area map (Figure 38) shows that the region is uniquely influenced by exposed rocks,
shallow coastal waters, and lakes, all of which are potentially significant sources of radon (Chambers
et al. 2018). The map also reveals that the immediate area of Davis Station is low-lying, with no
steep topography nearby. Knowledge of the local area, combined with the wind rose plots produced
for Davis, suggests that while there are NE winds originating from the Antarctic interior, these winds
could still be heavily influenced by local radon sources. The map further indicates that there is a
substantial amount of exposed rock on the surrounding islands. Consequently, any coastal or
oceanic winds that have come from any other direction besides the northeast could potentially be
influenced by local Radon emissions such as rocks, soil, or emissions from local wildlife.

Figure 38. Local area map of Davis station. The station location is marked by a red star (Reproduced from
Australian Antarctic Data Centre, 2021)

Calculated local radon emission concentrations at Davis are highest within the katabatic fetch
category and lowest in the oceanic fetch category (Table 9). Although all three fetch categories
exhibit NE winds for the longest fetch direction over exposed rock (Figure 32; Figure 38), the lowest
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mean wind speeds occur in the katabatic fetch category and, as such, a slightly large influence of
local radon emissions within katabatic fetch winds are observed at Davis.
Table 9. calculated radon concentration attributable to local radon
emissions for each fetch category at Davis.

Katabatic

Mixed

Oceanic

0.131

0.129

0.128

9.52

11.62

12.96

Direction

NE

NE

NE

Length (km)

25

25

25

Radon (Bq
m-3)
Mean WS
(m/s)

While at Casey, the RV Aurora Australis spent most of its time in Newcomb Bay (Figure 33; Figure
39). Combining this information with the wind rose plots for Casey (Figure 36.), we can see that the
northeast and easterly winds that are experienced in the EKW originate from the Clark Peninsula,
with slower, more moderate winds originating from the Bailey Peninsula and its surrounding islands
(i.e., coastal winds).
Estimated radon concentrations are highest in the katabatic fetch category at Casey and lowest in
the mixed/coastal category (Table 10). Katabatic winds travel along the longest fetch direction (over
exposed rock) than any other category and are relatively slow. Coastal and oceanic winds both travel
along the same fetch direction (NE); however, oceanic winds are considerably slower than coastal
winds.
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Figure 39. Local area map of Casey station. The station location is marked by a red star (Reproduced from Australian
Antarctic Data Centre, 2021)
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Table 10. calculated radon concentration attributable to local radon
emissions for each fetch category at Casey

Katabatic

Mixed

Oceanic

Radon

0.161

0.131

0.156

Mean WS

2.56

7.4

2.33

Direction

SSE

NE

NE

Length

5km

4km

4km

Mawson is unique in the sense that while there is a large amount of exposed rock in the Flat Islands
and Jocelyn Islands, the prominent south easterly wind direction means it is unlikely to see any
direct influence from these local radon sources (Figure 40; Figure 37). Areas in the southeast are
covered in snow and exhibit steep topography, which favours katabatic drainage.

Figure 40. Local area map of Mawson station. The station location is marked by a red star (Reproduced from Australian Antarctic Data
Centre, 2021)

Due to the consistent wind speed and direction at Mawson (Figure 37), all three fetch categories
exhibit very similar calculated local radon concentrations. Katabatic winds in this region are slightly
faster than other fetch categories so calculated local radon concentrations are slightly decreased for
the katabatic fetch category (Table 11).
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Table 11. calculated radon concentration attributable to local radon
emissions for each fetch category at Mawson

Katabatic

Mixed

Oceanic

Radon

0.127

0.131

0.129

Mean WS

14.39

10.18

11.59

Direction

SE

SE

SE

Length

5km

5km

5km

4.4 Variability of Radon with Latitude
Figure 41 shows all available radon data (including underway data e.g., data not at station) from the
1500 L dual-flow-loop two-filter radon detector (see Section 3.2.4) aboard the RV Aurora Australis
during voyages 1, 2, and 3, plotted as a function of latitude. For each period when the ship was at
station during the three voyages, there was not much variability in radon concentration. At station
periods are shown as coloured lines (orange, green, red) whereas underway data is shown as a blue
line. The lack of variability in Radon concentration is consistent through all measurements made
south of the Antarctic circle, within the Southern Ocean, and even at more temperate latitudes, up
to about -50°. North of -50°, larger, intermittent variations in radon concentration can be seen, with
values between 0.50 and 1.8 Bq m-3, which are unmistakably due to recent terrestrial influence from
the Australian mainland. As previously noted by Chambers et al. (2018), a general increase in Radon
concentrations can be seen as the ship approaches the Australian mainland, with peak values in
excess of 5 Bq m-3 recorded when the ship was in port (i.e., in direct contact with the Australian
continent; -43°).

Figure 41. Meridional transect of Radon concentration from all available ship data. V1, V2, and V3 correspond to times the
ship is considered at a station (either Davis, Casey, or Mawson respectively). The Southern Ocean is defined as the Antarctic
circle to the southernmost part of Australia (Australian Antarctic Division 2002).
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To determine a baseline concentration for Radon in the Southern Ocean, an expanded plot from 58°
south to 60° south was produced (Figure 42).

Figure 42. Expanded meridional transect of Rn concentration from all available ship data during voyages 1-3.

To calculate a baseline radon concentration for the three voyages, the average of all data points
shown in Figure 42 was taken. The average baseline concentration ± standard deviation is equal to
0.12 ± 0.04 Bq m-3.
This value is helps calculate expected background radon concentrations at any given site, which in
turn can help to determine the degree of terrestrial influence for any observed radon events.
Oceanic baseline concentrations plus local emissions can be useful in determining a threshold value
of expected concentrations (see Section 3.8). Terrestrial influence in oceanic fetch generally
originates in synoptic systems across the ocean; if they are in the katabatic flow, then they have
probably come in the free troposphere (as opposed to the MBL). If they are in the mixed fetch
category, it is difficult to differentiate between the two sources without trajectory analysis.
4.5 Trace gas concentration vs latitude
Due to the combination of large data gaps and strong seasonality in trace gas concentrations, trace
gas vs latitude plots did not always reveal consistent latitudinal trends. The main conclusion to be
drawn from Figure 43, for example, is that BrO concentrations are typically much higher between
the Antarctic Circle and coastal Antarctica than they are over the rest of the Southern Ocean. It is
not possible to conclusively state whether the decrease in BrO concentrations occurs at the Polar
Front or equatorward latitudes in the Southern Ocean due to missing data between -60° and -50°.
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Figure 43. Meridional transect of BrO concentration from all available ship data. V1, V2, and V3 correspond to times the
ship is considered at a station (either Davis, Casey, or Mawson respectively). The Southern Ocean is defined as the Antarctic
circle to the southernmost part of Australia (Australian Antarctic Division 2002).

With one exception (V1 measurements), ozone concentrations are higher over Antarctica than over
most of the Southern Ocean (Figure 44). This could potentially be due to higher concentrations aloft
which then subside over the south pole or ozone production mechanisms in Antarctica (or both).

Figure 44. Meridional transect of O3 concentration from all available ship data. V1, V2, and V3 correspond to times the ship
is considered at a station (either Davis, Casey, or Mawson respectively). The Southern Ocean is defined as the Antarctic
circle to the southernmost part of Australia (Australian Antarctic Division 2002).

The Hg0 transect data (Figure 45) highlights mercury concentrations are elevated over the Southern
Ocean. The Southern Ocean is often cited as a source of mercury (Angot et al. 2014; Ebinghaus et al.
2002; Nerentorp Mastromonaco et al. 2016; Dommergue et al. 2012; Sprovieri et al., 2002; Brooks et
al. 2002; Pfaffhuber et al. 2012), so this is consistent with the observations made during this study
(0.55-0.9 ng m-3). The lowest concentrations of Hg0 are observed over Antarctica and Coastal
Antarctica where subsidence / katabatic flow brings low-mercury free tropospheric air to the
surface. This air gets mixed within the Polar Cell (between 60°S and Antarctica) and represents a mix
between oceanic and tropospheric values.
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Figure 45. Meridional transect of Hg0 concentration from all available ship data. V1, V2, and V3 correspond to times the
ship is considered at a station (either Davis, Casey, or Mawson respectively). The Southern Ocean is defined as the Antarctic
circle to the southernmost part of Australia (Australian Antarctic Division 2002).

4.6 Time series plots of Trace gases.
All three time series plots of trace gases (Figures 46-48) show that Casey is the only station that
experiences any changes that hint at a variety of fetch wind conditions rather than solely katabatic
winds (as observed at Davis and Mawson). Hg0 observations made at Casey are highly variable,
showing that there is likely a wide range of fetch wind categories during the study window. Figure 46
shows that as the ship approaches either Davis or Mawson, Hg0 concentrations decrease significantly
(consistent with the Antarctic Plateau as a sink for Hg0) compared to background concentrations. Hg0
concentrations also increase significantly after leaving Davis or Mawson, especially when located
north of 60°S.
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Figure 46. Timeseries plot of all Hg0 data taken aboard the RV Aurora Australis from voyages 1-3 with station observation
periods highlighted. Data acquired north of 60°S is highlighted in purple.

BrO concentrations (Figure 47) reveal a similar story. Davis and Mawson both exhibit peak
concentrations at or near either station – suggesting katabatic/subsiding tropospheric air dominated
both study sites during the study period. The early peak in BrO concentrations at Davis could be due
to the increased production of BrO on sea salt dominated surfaces (see Section 2.2.1) at the coast
near the station. This also suggests that coastal/mixed winds are dominating Davis during the
observation period.
Again, Casey is the only station that exhibits a larger variety of fetch wind conditions, with peaks and
troughs in concentrations that are characteristic of both the Southern Ocean and Antarctic Interior.
It should be noted that overall BrO concentrations at Casey are much lower than at the other sites.
This could also suggest that Casey experiences a much lower degree of subsiding tropospheric air
from the Antarctic interior. Unfortunately, due to large gaps in data, there is only one period of
approximately 10 days corresponding to BrO observations north of 60°S.
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Figure 47. Timeseries plot of all BrO data taken aboard the RV Aurora Australis from voyages 1-3 with station observation
periods highlighted. Data acquired north of 60°S is highlighted in purple.

Ozone concentrations between all three sites (Figure 48) are highly variable. Changes in observed
concentrations between all three sites could likely be attributed to strong seasonal changes in
Antarctic ozone (Mallet et al. 2016). We can see however that Davis and Mawson both exhibit strong
peaks in ozone concentration while at station, again hinting that what is being observed at both
stations is mainly katabatic fetch winds/subsiding tropospheric winds that originate from the
Antarctic interior, likely due to the higher ozone concentrations expected in free tropospheric air
masses (see Section 2.4.4). All stations exhibit peak ozone concentrations than the closest
observations made north of 60°S.
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Figure 48. Timeseries plot of all ozone data taken aboard the RV Aurora Australis from voyages 1-3 with station
observation periods highlighted. Data acquired north of 60°S is highlighted in purple.

4.7 Validation of fetch selection process for trace gas observations
As outlined in section 3.4, the maximum absolute water content of an airmass is a function of
temperature, and airmass temperature will change depending on whether it has (i) recently passed
over open ocean, (ii) spent time over continuous or patchy coastal ice, or (iii) recently descended
from the Antarctic interior or Antarctic troposphere. As described previously, dew point
temperature was chosen as the proxy for absolute water content to help distinguish between
different air mass fetch regions.
To evaluate the success of the fetch separation technique at each site, plots depicting trace gas
concentrations as a function of dew point temperature deviations from a synoptic-timescale (see
Section 2.5) mean for all observations within the EKW (irrespective of fetch category) were created.
Ideally, since three distinct fetch regions can contribute to observations in the EKW, if the time at
station covered a wide range of meteorological fetch conditions, we would expect to see three
distinct data groupings (representative of the chemical composition of oceanic air, Antarctic
tropospheric air, and air influenced by near coastal processes such as flora, fauna, coastal oceanic
outgassing, and geological weathering). A complicating factor, however, is that admixtures of air
from these three fetch regions may also occur, so these types of plots are also useful in that they can
help identify mixing between different air masses at each site.
4.7.1

Davis fetch separation validation.

Observations at Davis (Figure 49) show some indication of three data groupings, but substantial
mixing between fetch categories is also evident for all trace gases. BrO concentrations at Davis are
lowest in the katabatic fetch category (orange), with higher concentrations in the oceanic category.
We can also see a similar pattern arise with Hg0 where we should expect to see higher
concentrations in oceanic winds (i.e., higher dew point anomaly), with lower concentrations for
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katabatic winds (i.e., lower dew point anomaly) (Lindqvist and Rodhe 1985, Nerentorp
Mastromonaco et al. 2016; Angot et al. 2014; Ebinghaus et al. 2002; Clarkson and Magos 2006). In
the case of Hg0, air masses classified as being of oceanic fetch were observed to contain both the
highest and lowest Hg0 values. Furthermore, large degrees of mixing were evident between the
three fetch categories, especially at times when dew point anomaly was less than -4C. This plot
(Figure 49) shows that the ship’s time at Davis is not a representative mix of different fetch
conditions. While this may be characteristic of the region, it may also be due to a lack of data in the
observed window (n = 192 for each trace gas).

Figure 49. Pollutant concentration sorted by dew point anomaly for all fetch wind categories in the extended katabatic
window at Davis. Dew point anomaly was calculated using the high pass filter method described in 3.6. Line and shading
represent mean and 95% confidence interval.

4.7.2

Casey Fetch separation validation

The degree of separation between each category in Figure 50 suggests that the fetch separation
technique before threshold determination is relatively successful at this site. Casey also contains the
largest data set out of the three sites with 360 data points for each trace gas. This most likely
contributes to the success of the separation technique at this site. Figure 50 shows trace gas
concentrations for all airmass fetch categories within the EKW at Casey. In the case of BrO, katabatic
air masses have higher concentrations and oceanic ones generally lower. This is to be expected as
winds originating in the interior should have higher BrO concentrations than oceanic winds (Buys et
al. 2013; Prados-Roman et al. 2018; Hausmann and Platt 1994). Some of the “mixed” fetch air
masses also have high BrO, so it is most likely that they also originated from the interior but have not
yet interacted significantly with coastal sinks or perhaps have mixed with the lower concentration
oceanic air masses. For Hg0, the highest concentrations were observed in air masses of oceanic fetch
and the lowest from the interior, with various degrees of mixing of these air masses in the “coastal”
category. Ozone concentrations are mixed throughout all three fetch categories with no consistent
observable patterns. There also appears to be a unique population of low ozone points in the mixed
class that span a range of dew point temperatures, suggesting something besides airmass origin is
responsible.
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Figure 50. Pollutant concentration sorted by dew point anomaly for all fetch wind categories in the extended katabatic
window at Casey. Dew point anomaly was calculated using the high pass filter method described in 3.6. Line and shading
represent mean and 95% confidence interval.

4.7.3

Mawson Fetch separation validation

Similar to Davis, Mawson is another site at which we expect to see large regional katabatic flow
influences due to its position, as evident in the streamline plots (Figure 6). Most winds observed at
Mawson indeed appeared to be katabatic in nature (despite their classifications). Mawson
observations (Figure 51) are the best example of a lack of representation of different meteorological
conditions. Katabatic flow dominated almost the entire time the ship was at station, leading to the
selection technique being challenged due to little relative change in dew point temperatures. The
lack of separation may also be due to the small amount of observed data (n= 240 for each trace gas).
BrO concentrations indicated a large amount of mixing between the katabatic and mixed/coastal
fetch categories, with winds of oceanic fetch potentially being observed with minimal mixing. From
the Hg0 data, however, it appears that all three categories exhibit large amounts of mixing with no
consistent separation. A few events classified as katabatic show a higher concentration of Hg0, which
may be indicative of remote terrestrial influence at the site via subsiding tropospheric air.

Figure 51. Pollutant concentration sorted by dew point anomaly for all fetch wind categories in the extended katabatic
window at Mawson. Dew point anomaly was calculated using the high pass filter method described in 3.6. Line and shading
represent mean and 95% confidence interval.
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4.8 Trace gas and Radon concentrations
Tabulated summaries of mean concentrations of Radon and other observed trace gases (BrO, Hg0,
and O3) for each station are shown throughout the tables in the following sub-sections. The upper
and lower bounds of dew point temperature deviation thresholds used to determine fetch
categories are explained in section 3.6. All reported measurements are the mean ± one standard
deviation. Given that considerable mixing was sometimes observed between designated fetch
categories, the dew point temperature deviations within each category were used a second time to
refine the category definitions. Within the katabatic fetch category, for example, only “low” dew
point values were deemed to be "true" katabatic winds and within the oceanic fetch category, only
“high” dew point values were deemed to be of "true" oceanic fetch (see Section 3.6). After imposing
this refined fetch classification, further categories of low and high radon concentrations (i.e., lowest
30% and highest 30%, based on all radon observations in each fetch category) were imposed, to see
whether any effects of residual terrestrial influence could be identified. This is important as most of
the time the number of radon samples was lower than the total trace gas samples. Mid-range dew
point and Radon concentrations are anything in between 30 and 70 percentile values as described in
section 3.7.
4.8.1

Davis

Comparing radon and trace gas concentrations at Davis outside the EKW to all available data (Table
12), we can see there is little to no variation between the two categories. Outside the EKW and for
all station data, trace gas concentrations are typically more in line with mixed/oceanic fetch
categories within the EKW; radon concentrations are much lower and more in line with low radon
concentrations in the oceanic fetch categories. Data points inside the EKW are not appreciably
different from data outside the EKW or all data at station, likely due to the small data window (eight
days).
Table 12. Mean trace gas and radon concentrations (± standard deviation) for all observations at the station,
all observations outside the Extended Katabatic Window (EKW) and all observations inside the EKW at Davis

All Data at station
All Data outside EKW
All Data inside EKW

Radon ( Bq m-3)
0.14 ± 0.03
0.12 ± 0.04
0.14 ± 0.04

BrO (pptv)
3.92 ± 0.14
3.92 ± 0.14
3.93 ± 0.14

Hg0 (ng m-3)
0.47 ± 0.04
0.47 ± 0.04
0.46 ± 0.04

O3 (ppb)
24.23 ± 0.72
24.23 ± 0.72
24.23 ± 0.71

Table 13 presents a comprehensive summary of all Radon and trace gases observed during the
voyage at Davis for each fetch sector during the EKW. Comparing statistics for “All katabatic fetch”
with those for each sub-category of this fetch, little difference is observed for most pollutants.
Higher BrO and lower Hg0 concentrations are associated with minimum terrestrial influence within
katabatic fetch periods. The opposite is true for maximum terrestrial influence. In each fetch
category, radon concentrations are much more clearly influenced by remote landmasses. Maximum
terrestrial influence air masses are still not considerably higher than mixed winds, and similar
concentrations can be observed in the oceanic fetch class, suggesting that what is being observed is
largely mixed/coastal winds despite their classification.
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Table 13. Mean trace gas and radon concentrations for all main fetch categories and sub-categories at Davis

All katabatic fetch
Refined (Low Dew Point)
Low Radon (min terr. Inf.)
High Radon (max terr. Inf.)

Katabatic
Radon ( Bq m-3)
0.16 ± 0.02
0.16 ± 0.02
0.12
0.19

BrO (pptv)
3.77 ± 0.07
3.76 ± 0.07
3.84 ± 0.09
3.72 ± 0.01

Hg0 (ng m-3)
0.44 ± 0.01
0.44 ± 0.01
0.43
0.45 ± 0.01

O3 (ppb)
24.43 ± 0.42
24.40 ± 0.43
24.78 ± 0.22
24.10 ± 0.40

All oceanic fetch
Refined (High Dew Point)
Low Radon (min terr. Inf.)
High Radon (max terr. Inf.)

Oceanic
Radon ( Bq m-3)
0.17 ± 0.03
0.19 ± 0.03
0.12
0.15

BrO (pptv)
3.97 ± 0.09
4.00 ± 0.08
3.86 ± 0.05
3.76 ± 0.06

Hg0 (ng m-3)
0.48 ± 0.06
0.49 ± 0.05
0.43
0.44 ± 0.02

O3 (ppb)
24.01 ± 1.05
23.69 ± 1.02
24.83 ± 0.19
24.26 ± 0.63

All mixed fetch
Refined (Mid Dew Point)
Mid Radon

Mixed
Radon ( Bq m-3)
0.16 ± 0.02
0.16
0.15

BrO (pptv)
3.96 ± 0.15
4.03 ± 0.10
3.72

Hg0 (ng m-3)
0.47 ± 0.03
0.48 ±0.03
0.49 ± 0.03

O3 (ppb)
24.25 ± 0.65
24.32 ± 0.49
23.42 ± 0.31

Hg0 and O3 concentrations should have reduced concentrations in the Katabatic fetch category, and
much higher concentrations in oceanic winds if they were influenced by lower latitude air masses.
Neither Hg0 nor O3 concentration depends on fetch category. O3 concentrations are in line with
Southern Ocean background concentrations (20-30 ppb) but no evidence suggests that there is
influence from lower latitude winds. Hg0 concentrations are well below Southern Ocean background
levels (0.9 – 1 ng m-3) and suggest all fetch wind categories are katabatic winds originating from the
Antarctic plateau due to its behaviour as a net sink for Hg0. The low range of Hg0 concentrations
(0.43 – 0.49 ng m-3) between all fetch wind categories also suggests that most if not all air masses in
this region during the EKW are of the same fetch classification, and the fetch separation technique
used in this study is only further separating winds into smaller subcategories. Elevated Hg0
concentrations should be observed for winds in the MBL (i.e., coastal, and mixed) and lower in the
troposphere (i.e., katabatic) (See Figure 45; Figure 46). Concentrations between fetch wind
categories however are only slightly elevated and still within one standard deviation of each other.
Radon concentrations do not vary by more than one standard deviation between the three (broader)
fetch categories, making it difficult to differentiate between distinct airmass origins (0.16 - 0.19 Bq
m-3). The largest variation in radon concentration was found within the katabatic category, with the
mean concentration of the lowest 30% of radon observations being 0.12 Bq m-3 and that of the
highest 30% being 0.19 Bq m-3, indicating a significant variability of terrestrial influence in air masses
subsiding from the Antarctic troposphere and reaching the ship in katabatic flow. Given that
boundary layer radon concentrations for air masses leaving Australia are typically 2–4 Bq m-3
(Chambers et al. 2018), observed radon concentrations above ~0.125 Bq m-3 correspond to airmass
transport times of ≤3 weeks (i.e., around 4 radon half-lives) if the effect of mixing is excluded.
Observed mean radon concentrations in all fetch categories (and subcategories) (Table 13) are
approximately 0.02 – 0.06 Bq m-3 higher than calculated local radon concentrations (local emissions
+ baseline concentrations; Table 9), likely attributable to the seasonality of terrestrial influence on
subsiding tropospheric air (amplitude ~0.05 Bq m-3; Chambers et al. 2017), and are above the
conventional threshold used to determine recent terrestrial influence (0.1 Bq m/3). The subcategory
‘Low Radon’ within the katabatic class also exhibits concentrations slightly below the calculated local
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influence. Most, if not all, winds at Davis experience some degree of terrestrial influence, likely
through subsiding tropospheric air which has been transported from southern continents within the
past 2-3 weeks.
“Refined” fetch categories, which should exhibit the largest difference between categories, all show
trace gas concentrations that are characteristic of background concentrations originating within the
Antarctic Plateau. For BrO, we should expect to see higher concentrations in the katabatic fetch
category as these winds originate at the Antarctic plateau, which is a net source for BrO and as such,
has increased concentrations when compared to oceanic and coastal winds which would be
considered net sinks. What is instead observed are the highest BrO concentrations are observed in
the oceanic and mixed fetch category. If we consider this, as well as what is being observed in Figure
47 (slightly decreased BrO concentrations at station), it is likely that observed air masses at Davis are
mixed/coastal winds – with a moderate degree of influence from subsiding tropospheric air.
The use of radon to further classify terrestrial influence within each fetch category in the EKW is
somewhat successful. The data in the EKW generally have higher radon concentrations, which is
expected due to most (if not all) wind events being coastal winds that originate in the Antarctic
interior from subsiding tropospheric air. Katabatic air masses with the most recent terrestrial
influences have higher Hg0. BrO in high radon katabatic air is also lower than the other katabatic air.
A lack of available data leads to ambiguity as to whether influences on radon concentration are due
to subsiding tropospheric air that has been in contact with land or local emissions. Wind rose
diagrams do indicate that the latter is more likely (Figure 35.) as air masses travel over the Vestfold
hills (roughly 20km of exposed rock). Another possibility is that increased transport from lower
latitude winds due to the time that these observations were made (i.e., summer) is leading to
accumulation of radon in the upper troposphere, which results in increased concentrations in
subsiding air (synoptically forced or otherwise), which is being observed for all categories of fetch
wind at Davis (despite their classification).
Knowing that what is being observed in the EKW is mixed/coastal winds, it is difficult to differentiate
observed radon values to determine whether there have been any rapid synoptic transport events
or if all subsiding air has elevated radon concentrations due to the seasonal flux. A much larger data
window would be required to come to a conclusive result.
4.8.2

Casey

Table 14 summarises statistics for radon and trace gas concentrations at Casey station for (a) all data
collected on station, (b) all data falling outside of the Extended Katabatic Window (EKW) each day,
and (c) all data within the EKW each day. The lack of variation between all three categories suggests
that winds within the EKW are primarily dominated by the same airmass category. Trace gas
concentrations suggest that mixed/coastal and oceanic winds influence the EKW significantly.
Table 14. Mean trace gas and radon concentrations (± Standard deviation) for all observations at the station,
all observations outside of the Extended Katabatic Window and all observations inside the EKW at Casey

All Data at station
All Data outside EKW
All Data inside EKW

Radon ( Bq m-3)
0.13 ± 0.04
0.13 ± 0.05
0.13 ± 0.04

BrO (pptv)
3.15 ± 0.11
3.15 ± 0.11
3.17 ± 0.11

Hg0 (ng m-3)
0.64 ± 0.05
0.64 ± 0.05
0.64 ± 0.04

O3 (ppb)
15.73 ± 0.68
15.74 ± 0.66
15.72 ± 0.70
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Gas concentrations for katabatic fetch winds in the EKW are relatively different, with higher
concentrations for BrO and lower concentrations for Hg0 than any other fetch category (Table 15).
Higher Hg0 and lower BrO concentrations are observed in oceanic air masses. Mixed/coastal air
masses lay directly in between these two categories (Katabatic and Oceanic), which is the greatest
indicator that the fetch separation technique within the EKW is successful.
Table 15. Mean trace gas and radon concentrations for all main fetch categories and sub-categories at Casey.
Insufficient radon data (n = 2, where n is radon count) lead to lack of low/high radon subcategories and no available
data for the refined oceanic subcategory.

All katabatic fetch
Refined (Low Dew Point)
Low Radon (min terr. Inf.)
High Radon (max terr. Inf.)

Katabatic
Radon ( Bq m-3)
0.17 ± 0.04
0.18 ± 0.01
0.09
0.21

BrO (pptv)
3.29 ± 0.01
3.29 ± 0.01
3.28
3.28

Hg0 (ng m-3)
0.56 ± 0.01
0.55 ± 0.01
0.57
0.55

O3 (ppb)
15.91 ± 0.13
15.86 ± 0.04
16.14
15.78

All oceanic fetch
Refined (High Dew Point)

Oceanic
Radon ( Bq m-3)
0.13 ± 0.00
n/a

BrO (pptv)
3.05 ± 0.03
3.06 ± 0.02

Hg0 (ng m-3)
0.69 ± 0.00
0.69 ± 0.00

O3 (ppb)
15.98 ± 0.14
16.04 ± 0.06

All mixed fetch
Refined (Mid Dew Point)
Mid Radon

Mixed
Radon ( Bq m-3)
0.13 ± 0.04
0.13 ± 0.04
0.13 ± 0.02

BrO (pptv)
3.15 ± 0.12
3.12 ± 0.11
3.16 ± 0.11

Hg0 (ng m-3)
0.65 ± 0.04
0.66 ± 0.03
0.64 ± 0.04

O3 (ppb)
15.57 ± 0.76
15.63 ± 0.65
15.43 ± 0.72

Radon concentrations in all subcategories in the oceanic and mixed fetch categories are 0.13 Bq m-3
(Table 15). These concentrations are only slightly above Southern Ocean baseline values derived in
this study and about 0.03 Bq m-3 below the calculated local radon concentrations for these fetch
categories (Table 10). It is likely that that the difference between observed and calculated radon
concentrations within this class are due to inaccurate Southern Ocean baseline values. Observed
radon concentrations above ~0.13 Bq m-3 in this region correspond to airmass transport times from
southern continents of ≤3 weeks (i.e., around 4 radon half-lives).
Trace gas concentrations suggest that Katabatic winds at Casey are experiencing increased influence
from subsiding tropospheric air at the interior although further classification via high and low radon
concentration does not work as well due to a lack of available data (n= 10 for all observed gases in
the katabatic fetch category). If increased radon concentrations were due to exposed rock and
melting ice, we should expect to see high radon concentrations outside the EKW as well, which we
do not. This shows that the technique works if the measurement period covers a wide enough range
of synoptic weather conditions, emphasising the importance of longer study periods. The increased
BrO concentrations and significant decrease in Hg0 concentration for katabatic fetch confirms that
observed katabatic winds at Casey are originating in the Antarctic interior (a net source of BrO, and a
net sink for Hg0 in Antarctica), and the higher radon concentrations indicate that the subsiding
tropospheric air being observed has been in contact with land within 2-3 weeks before being
observed at station.
There is also possible evidence of rapid synoptic transport within the katabatic fetch category (highly
elevated radon concentrations) but again, more observations are required to draw definitive
conclusions. Observed radon concentrations in this region are generally lower than calculated local
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radon concentrations except for in the katabatic fetch wind category where they appear to be
consistently above, except for the minimum terrestrial influence subcategory, which shows that the
use of radon at this site to identify terrestrial influence is successful.
Radon concentrations closer to the calculated local concentration are likely being affected by
seasonal influence whereas higher values are likely influenced by more rapid tropospheric transport
of air masses from equatorward latitudes. It is ambiguous as to whether this is due to the model
used to calculate local radon concentrations being inaccurate or due to a rapid seasonal flux causing
increased convection from equatorward latitudes as well as increased local radon emissions
(Chambers et al. 2017). It is also likely that the small timeframe of this study heavily skews radon
observations.
Trace gas concentrations also reveal that air masses classified as oceanic are likely not in contact
with the Antarctic interior (because low BrO concentrations are observed) and experience a more
direct influence from the MBL (higher Hg0 concentrations from the oceanic source). Mixed/coastal
winds exhibit a slightly higher degree of contact with the Antarctic interior and slightly less direct
influence from the MBL. This confirms that the fetch separation technique used in this study is
successful at Casey.
Characteristic trace gas concentrations, such as BrO, in the oceanic and mixed fetch categories, are
also considerably lower than in the katabatic fetch category, lower than observed concentrations in
other Antarctic studies (see Section 2.2.5), and the lowest of all three sites in this study. While it is
expected that the observed BrO concentrations at Casey are lower than Davis due to the lower O3
concentrations, it is also possible that there are more significant source and/or sink mechanisms
occurring at Casey. To quantify this, significant species in well-known BrO sink reactions such as ClO,
HO2, and OH• would have to be observed. The low concentrations of O3 and BrO also could be a
possible reason as to why Hg0 concentrations are considerably higher than any other site in this
study. O3 and BrO are important species in transforming Hg0 to RGM (see Section 2.3.3). It is also
likely that the higher proportion of true oceanic winds at this site are what leads to high Hg0/ low
BrO concentrations (see Figure 43; Figure 47).
4.8.3

Mawson

Table 16 reveals that for Mawson, there is little to no variation in radon and trace gas concentration
between all data at the station, data outside the EKW, and data inside the EKW.
Table 16. Mean trace gas and radon concentrations (± Standard deviation) for all observations at the station,
all observations outside of the Extended Katabatic Window and all observations inside the EKW at Mawson

All Data at station
All Data outside EKW
All Data inside EKW

Radon ( Bq m-3)
0.14 ± 0.03
0.14 ± 0.03
0.13 ± 0.02

BrO (pptv)
3.70 ± 0.13
3.70 ± 0.13
3.70 ± 0.15

Hg0 (ng m-3)
0.32 ± 0.02
0.33 ± 0.02
0.32 ± 0.04

O3 (ppb)
17.87 ± 0.63
17.88 ± 0.61
17.87 ± 0.67

Mawson is atypical in the sense that there is very little variation between all three fetch categories
within the EKW (Table 17). All fetch categories have a mean radon concentration of about 0.13 Bq m3.
The Katabatic fetch category does exhibit a slightly lower mean for low radon concentrations (0.11
Bq m-3) and a higher mean for the high radon concentrations (0.16 Bq m-3). Chambers et al. (2014)
report similar values for radon concentration at Mawson during January/February of 1999 and 2000
Chambers et al. 2014), which are the same months (different year) that the observations were
recorded during this study. The late summer peak in radon concentrations is likely due to increased
synoptic transport from lower latitude winds in summer.
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Table 17. Mean trace gas and radon concentrations for all main fetch categories and sub-categories at Mawson

All oceanic fetch
Refined (High Dew Point)
Low Radon (min terr. Inf.)
High Radon (max terr. Inf.)

Katabatic
Radon ( Bq m-3)
0.13 ± 0.02
0.14 ± 0.02
0.11
0.16 ± 0.02
0.13 ± 0.02
Oceanic
Radon ( Bq m-3)
0.14 ± 0.02
0.14 ± 0.02
0.1
0.15

All mixed fetch
Refined (Mid Dew Point)
Mid Radon

Mixed
Radon ( Bq m-3)
0.13 ± 0.02
0.13 ± 0.02
0.13 ± 0.01

All katabatic fetch
Refined (Low Dew Point)
Low Radon (min terr. Inf.)
High Radon (max terr. Inf.)

BrO (pptv)
3.70 ± 0.10
3.67 ± 0.08
3.81 ± 0.09
3.70 ± 0.05
3.70 ± 0.10

Hg0 (ng m-3)
0.32 ± 0.03
0.32 ± 0.03
0.35 ± 0.04
0.32 ± 0.04
0.32 ± 0.03

O3 (ppb)
17.59 ± 0.40
17.52 ± 0.39
17.68 ± 0.53
17.42 ± 0.41
17.59 ± 0.40

BrO (pptv)
3.43 ± 0.05
3.42 ± 0.05
3.83 ± 0.11
3.84 ± 0.08

Hg0 (ng m-3)
0.32 ± 0.00
0.32 ± 0.00
0.33 ± 0.04
0.33 ± 0.04

O3 (ppb)
17.23 ± 0.02
17.22 ± 0.02
17.69 ± 0.25
17.71 ± 0.22

BrO (pptv)
3.76 ± 0.14
3.82 ± 0.02
3.80 ± 0.09

Hg0 (ng m-3)
0.33 ± 0.01
0.32 ± 0.01
0.33 ± 0.01

O3 (ppb)
18.28 ± 0.69
18.94 ± 0.23
18.68 ± 0.51

While the oceanic fetch category has the same concentrations of radon, Hg0 and O3 as every other
fetch category, BrO concentrations are slightly lower, which suggest that these winds, unlike
Katabatic or mixed fetch, are experiencing less influence from the Antarctic Interior where we
expect to see elevated BrO concentrations. Low and high radon subcategories in the oceanic class
exhibit the highest concentrations of BrO – another indicator that these are not truly oceanic winds.
High Dew Point subcategory of oceanic fetch exhibits significantly lower BrO concentrations,
indicating that these air masses are subsiding tropospheric air from the MBL.
The lack of variation in winds and consistent wind speed at Mawson (Figure 37) also implies there is
little local influence on radon emissions. This means that while BrO concentrations are lower in the
oceanic category, it is more than likely that for this site, the separation technique used is not as
effective and that most if not all winds observed (despite their classification) are either katabatic
fetch winds or synoptically down forced winds. The lack of variation in Hg0 and consistently low
concentrations between categories also supports this argument.
5. Conclusions
This study used an airmass classification technique based upon absolute water content (i.e., dew
point temperature) and classifying their origin points using radon observations, a method originally
developed by Chambers et al. (2017) at three Australian coastal Antarctic research stations during
opportunistic observations made aboard the RV Aurora Australis during the resupply voyages of
2018-19. Physicochemical air mass properties such as wind direction, wind speed, and chemical
composition were also used throughout this study.
Although wind direction and wind speed have been used previously to assess fetch wind categories
(Parish & Cassano 2001; Parish & Cassano 2003), these properties are not able to differentiate
between synoptically forced downslope winds and katabatic drainage. That is not to say that wind
speed and especially wind direction are not useful in validating fetch separation techniques (as they
are used throughout this study), but rather they cannot be used as the primary classification system.
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The results of this study support the fact that the proposed fetch separation technique can work for
observations made in coastal Antarctic stations, but that datasets need to be long enough to contain
several synoptic timescales (i.e., at least 3-4 weeks). Because the fetch classification technique used
in this study is relative and not absolute (i.e., it separates all observations relative to each other), the
short observation window provides a consistent and significant limitation for both the fetch
separation technique and use of radon observations to assess terrestrial influence throughout this
study. It is evident at all three sites that the use of radon observations as a marker for terrestrial
influence is dependent on the success of the fetch classification technique.
Casey has the longest study period of any site (14 days vs 8 days at Davis and 9 days at Mawson),
and consequently exhibits the widest range of meteorological data of any of the three stations
observed during this study. Because of the larger study period, the EKW at Casey is much more
defined, and exhibits the longest and clearest degree of separation between the three fetch
categories. These factors result in the separation technique being most successful at Casey.
Trace gas analysis at Casey also supports the notion of having three distinct fetch categories, as we
observe higher BrO (and lower Hg0) concentrations in the katabatic fetch category, which is
particularly characteristic of winds originating from the Antarctic interior. The opposite is true for
oceanic fetch winds. Casey also exhibits greater differences for wind directions and wind speeds
between all three fetch categories. Radon concentrations at Casey also show evidence of rapid
synoptic transport within the katabatic fetch wind category. These measurements are especially
useful at determining the influence of pollutants from southern continents on Antarctic coastal sites.
Although the classification technique does separate observed data at the other two sites (Davis and
Mawson), the separation is relative to all other observations at their respective sites. Air masses at
Davis exhibit large degrees of mixing. Trace gas concentrations are not characteristic of their fetch
categories for all three fetch categories (e.g., Oceanic exhibits the highest BrO). Wind analysis at
Davis also reveals that coastal and oceanic winds dominate the region. It is likely that most observed
air masses at Davis (despite their classification using the fetch separation technique) are
mixed/coastal winds, with minor influences of katabatic and/or oceanic winds. Radon
concentrations suggest that all air masses observed at Davis experience some degree of influence
from subsiding tropospheric air.
Mawson shows the least variation in observed trace gas concentrations between all three fetch
categories. The fetch separation technique is challenged the most at Mawson as all observed air
masses are downslope winds. Trace gas analysis reveals that most winds observed are katabatic
winds, with minor influence from synoptically forced downslope winds. For example, the High Dew
Point subcategory of oceanic fetch exhibits significantly lower BrO concentrations, indicating that
these air masses are subsiding tropospheric air from the MBL. Radon concentrations for all three
fetch categories are consistent and indicate minimal terrestrial influence.
Limitations experienced during this study should be considered for future studies. Although the
results of this study do prove that airmass classification via absolute water content and further can
work classifying their degree of terrestrial influence using radon observations, the most influential
limitation on this study is the short study period at each site. The short study period leads to fewer
observations and challenges the classification technique as it is relative and not absolute. Gaps in
data reduce the number of observations even more, further reducing the effectiveness of the
techniques used in this study.
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Another limitation is that Southern Ocean baseline values (0.12 Bq m-3) appear to be much higher
than values recorded in literature (i.e., 0.05 Bq m-3; Chambers et al. 2017). While this could be true it
is hard to validate based on the small number of observations. Inaccurate Southern Ocean baseline
levels also greatly affect the model used to determine estimated local radon concentrations.
Observations made aboard a ship are also not ideal for a variety of reasons. At all three sites, the
ship moves a considerable amount during a defined ‘at station’ period. If the ship is far removed
from the site but still recording observations which are then classified as being at station, those
observations are not truly indicative of what is happening at station. This is especially problematic
for a study that relies on dew point temperature, as the further out to sea the ship travels, the
higher all dew point observations become. MAX-DOAS observations are also more accurate when
stationary. An unstable set-up (such as a ship) can skew the observation angle, leading to
inaccuracies.
5.1 Recommendations
Recommendations for future studies should ultimately aim to improve the fetch classification
technique and use of radon to determine the degree of terrestrial influence on observed air masses
at each station.
Long term remote observations set up at (at least) one of the three sites. As proven in this study, a
longer study period is crucial in the success of the fetch separation technique. Ideally, establishing
long-term monitoring sensors at a base is key in providing the best circumstances under which the
fetch separation technique and further classification via radon can occur. This will also help to
account for significant interannual variability in hemispheric scale circulation patterns, as well as
assess seasonal cycles of observations. Longer term datasets are also ideal for comparing with global
climate or chemical transport models.
Improvement of local radon estimation calculations would also greatly compliment future studies.
This could be achieved by acquiring an accurate radon flux at each station (either through Gamma
surveys and chamber measurements, or direct soil/rock analysis; Whicker et al. 2008) rather than
assuming a flux that was acquired from a different site. Long-term direct radon measurements using
a dual-loop dual filter instrument like the one used in this study at one (or more) of the permanent
Australian bases would also be useful for determining accurate Southern Ocean baseline
concentrations.
The use of a contemporary back trajectory analysis model (e.g., HYSPLIT) would be beneficial for
validating the degree of terrestrial influence made from radon observations. Back trajectory analysis
is another commonly used airmass classification technique. Back trajectory analysis is challenged by
the complex topography of coastal Antarctica, and atmospheric models do not cope well with high
stability surface conditions (Elsässer et al. 2011). As such, back trajectory models such as HYSPLIT
can also be used to complement the fetch analysis technique used in this study.
Observations of other key Antarctic oxidants such as ClO, HO2, and OH• are also recommended, as
observations of these oxidants could help to improve their role in the global pollutant cycle and how
they influence the trace gases observed in this study.
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6. Appendix
Appendix 1. Diurnal variation of filtered dew point temperature from station data at Davis from Nov
2018- Mar 2019 . Month 1 corresponds to Jan, 2 corresponds to Feb etc. Line and shading represent
mean and 95% confidence interval.
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Appendix 2. Diurnal variation of filtered dew point temperature from station data at Casey from Nov
2018- Mar 2019 . Month 1 corresponds to Jan, 2 corresponds to Feb etc. Line and shading represent
mean and 95% confidence interval.
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Appendix 3. List of modules used within Python 3.8.5
import pandas as pd

Data structures and data analysis tools.

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

Provides a MATLAB-like way of plotting

import matplotlib as mpl

Comprehensive library for creating static,
animated, and interactive visualizations in
Python

import numpy as np

Tool for working with multidimensional array.

import seaborn as sns

Data visualization library based on matplotlib

import pickle

Used for serializing and de-serializing a Python
object structure

import datetime as dt

Classes for manipulating dates and times

import xarray as xr

Used for working with labelled multidimensional arrays

import cartopy.crs as ccrs

Geospatial data processing in order to produce
maps and other geospatial data analyses

import glob

Finds all the pathnames matching a specified
pattern

from windrose import WindroseAxes

Manage wind data and draw windroses

import matplotlib.cm as cm

Create colourmaps on two-dimensional plots
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Appendix 4. High Pass Filter and air mass classification example
#import required modules
import pandas as pd
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
import seaborn as sns
import pickle
import datetime as dt
# import casey 1h csv and define "at station" times
casey= pd.read_csv('df1h_casey.csv' ,index_col=0, parse_dates=True)
t2 = '2018-12-14'
t3 = '2018-12-28'
#plot at relative humidity measurements at station
casey[t2:t3]['RH'].plot()
#import ship data --> use as substitute since too many gaps in station data
ship = pd.read_csv('../airbox-data/underway_60_201819020.csv', index_col=0, parse_dates=['d
ate_time_utc']).set_index('date_time_utc')
#resample ship data to hourly --> fits hourly layout of casey df
ship_hourly= ship.resample('1h').mean()
# dew point == Tdew = Tair - ((100 - RH)/5.)
def dew_point_calc (tair,rh):
tdew = tair - ((100-rh))/5
return tdew
#use function to define new dew point calcs
casey['tdew_port'] = dew_point_calc(tair = ship_hourly['temp_air_port_degc'], rh = ship_hou
rly['rel_humidity_port_percent'])
casey['tdew_strbrd'] = dew_point_calc(tair = ship_hourly['temp_air_strbrd_degc'], rh = ship
_hourly['rel_humidity_strbrd_percent'])
# add RH for port and strbrd to casey df since data missing
casey['rh_port'] = ship_hourly['rel_humidity_port_percent']
casey['rh_strbrd'] = ship_hourly['rel_humidity_strbrd_percent']
#check data to see how well it fits
fig,ax = plt.subplots()

casey[t2:t3]['RH'].plot(ax=ax,C='red', label = 'Station')
casey[t2:t3]['rh_port'].plot(ax=ax, alpha=0.5, c='blue',label = 'Port')
casey[t2:t3]['rh_strbrd'].plot(ax=ax, alpha=0.5, c='green',label = 'Starboard')
ax.set_xlabel('Date')
ax.set_ylabel('Relative Humidity (%)')
ax.set_title('Relative Humidity at Casey')
ax.legend()
plt.tight_layout()
fig.savefig('RH discrepency casey')
# coldest dewpoint i.e. port is better? Ship exhaust (including air conditioning exhaust),
would cause an increase in dewpoint, if present
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# save df as csv
casey.to_csv(r'casey1h_fix.csv', index = True)
#define function to perform high freq filter using rolling mean
#function arg 'fname' reads csv

def high_freq_filter(fname, numdays, samples_per_day):
df = pd.read_csv(fname ,index_col=0, parse_dates=True)
low_freq = df.rolling(window=numdays*samples_per_day, center=True, min_periods = 10*num
days).mean()
high_freq = df - low_freq
high_freq['local time'] = df['local time']
return high_freq
#apply high frequency filter to casey dataframe
high_freq_casey = high_freq_filter(numdays = 10, samples_per_day = 24, fname= 'casey1h_fix.
csv')
high_freq_casey
#plot to observe differences between original and filtered data ,
s and samples per day
# aswell as min periods until similiar

may need to alter numday

high_freq_casey['Tdew'].plot()
#def function to add month and hour

to filtered df

def add_month_hour(df):
df['Month'] = df.index.month
df['Hour'] = df.index.time
return df
#add month and hour to filtered casey data
high_freq_casey = add_month_hour(df=high_freq_casey)
# def local time conversion to datetime
def ltconv(t):
t = pd.to_datetime(t)
return t.hour+t.minute/60
# add local time as a float, easier to plot with
high_freq_casey['ftime'] = high_freq_casey['local time'].apply(ltconv)
#dirunal plot of dew point anomaly
f_dew_casey = sns.relplot(x="ftime", y="Tdew",
col="Month",
kind="line", data= high_freq_casey[(high_freq_casey.Month<4) | (high_freq_c
asey.Month>11)], col_wrap=3).set( xlabel='Hour', ylabel= 'Filtered dew point (degrees celci
us)')
# use | not or, shading is errror band
f_dew_casey.fig.suptitle(" Diurnal variation for filtered dew point temperature at Casey")
plt.subplots_adjust(top=0.85)
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#f_dew_casey.savefig('Diurnal variation for mean filtered dew point temperature at Casey')
#add local datetime for classification purposes
high_freq_casey['local_datetime'] = high_freq_casey.index + dt.timedelta(hours=8)
#use a list comprehension to add 'day' value using new local datetime values instead of ind
ex
high_freq_casey['day'] = [ pd.to_datetime(itm).day for itm in high_freq_casey.local_datetim
e.values] #list comprehension
#resample for daily
gbd = high_freq_casey.resample('D')
# add for loop to calc avg dew point in morning period (will change with each site i.e. cas
ey is 4-9am)
for k, dfss in gbd :
avg_dew = dfss[(dfss.ftime >=1) & (dfss.ftime <=9)].mean().tdew_port
high_freq_casey.loc[dfss.index, 'tdew_morning'] = avg_dew
#group by month for classifying
gbm = high_freq_casey.groupby('Month')
#create for loop that classifies highest (24*5) dew point values as oceanic,
# lowest (24*5) dew point as katabatic,
# everything else as mixed / coastal
for k, dfss in gbm :
dfss = dfss.dropna(subset = ['tdew_morning'])
high_freq_casey.loc[dfss.index, 'class'] = 'mixed/coastal'
df_oceanic = dfss.sort_values(['tdew_morning', 'day'], ascending=False).head(24*5)
high_freq_casey.loc[df_oceanic.index, 'class'] = 'oceanic'
df_katabatic = dfss.sort_values(['tdew_morning', 'day'], ascending=True).head(24*5)
high_freq_casey.loc[df_katabatic.index, 'class'] = 'katabatic'

high_freq_casey.to_csv(r'high_freq_casey.csv', index = True)
palette ={"oceanic": "C0", "katabatic": "C1", "mixed/coastal": "C2"}
f_class_dewpoint_casey = sns.relplot(x="ftime", y="tdew_port",
col="Month",hue = 'class',
kind="line", palette = palette, data= high_freq_casey[(high_freq_casey.Mon
th==12)],
col_wrap=1).set( xlabel='Hour', ylabel= 'Dew point ano
maly (°C)')
f_class_dewpoint_casey.fig.suptitle("Dew point anomaly for coastal, oceanic, and katabatic
wind types at Casey")
plt.subplots_adjust(top=0.85)
for ax in f_class_dewpoint_casey.axes:
ax.axvspan(1, 9, alpha = 0.3, color='gray')

f_class_dewpoint_casey.fig.savefig('Average Dew point anomaly for coastal, oceanic, and kat
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abatic wind types at Casey')
f_class_dewpoint_casey = sns.relplot(x="ftime", y="Tdew",
col="Month",hue = 'class',
kind="line", data= high_freq_casey[(high_freq_casey.Month<4) |
(high_freq_casey.Month>10)], col_wrap=3).set( xlabel='Hour', ylabel= 'Filtered dew point
(degrees celcius)')
f_class_dewpoint_casey.fig.suptitle("Filtered dew point temperature for coastal, oceanic,
and katabatic wind types at Casey")
plt.subplots_adjust(top=0.85)
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Appendix 5. Trace gas observation examples
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

glob
numpy as np
pandas as pd
glob
numpy as np
matplotlib.pyplot as plt
datetime

#import all br data using
fnames = sorted(glob.glob('*.csv'))
fnames
#create df
dfl = [pd.read_csv(fn, parse_dates=True, index_col=0, dayfirst=True) for fn in fnames]
dfl[0]
#concat df
br = pd.concat(dfl)
#plot 100m data
br['0.1'].plot()
#resample to 20 min using mean
br = br.resample('20min').mean()
#define rolling median
def rolling_median(fname, numdays, samples_per_day):
df = fname
df_median = df.rolling( window=numdays*samples_per_day, center=True, min_periods=sample
s_per_day).median()
return df_median
#apply rolling median ands highpass filter to br data
br['br_rolling'] = rolling_median(fname=br ,numdays=7,samples_per_day=72)['0.1']
br['br_highpass'] = br['0.1'] - br.br_rolling
# Davis - arrive 08-Nov-2018 , depart 15-Nov-2018
t0='11-8-2018'
t1='11-15-2018'
# voyage V2
# Casey - arrive 14-Dec-2018 , depart 28-Dec-2018
t2='12-14-2018'
t3='12-28-2018'
# Mawson - arrive 30-Jan-2019, depart 08-Feb-2019
t4='1-30-2019'
t5='2-8-2019'
#resample to 1h using mean
br = br.resample('1h').mean()
#mport ship data
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ship =
ue)

pd.read_csv('../ansto-radon-1h-with-ship-position.csv', index_col=0, parse_dates=Tr

#assign latitude data from ship
br['LATITUDE'] = ship['LATITUDE']
# filter for all br data >= 60 degrees south
br_60n = br[(br.LATITUDE >=-60)].resample('H').mean()
#plot BrO vs datetime
fig, ax = plt.subplots(figsize=[10,10])
br.br_rolling.plot(ax=ax, label= '_nolegend_' )
br[t0:t1].br_rolling.plot(label= 'Davis')
br[t2:t3].br_rolling.plot(label = "Casey")
br[t4:t5].br_rolling.plot(label = 'Mawson')
br_60n.br_rolling.plot(label = 'North of 60°S', color='magenta')
ax.set_ylabel('BrO (pptv)')
ax.set_xlabel('DateTime')
plt.suptitle('Concentration for BrO during all voyages')
ax.legend()

fig.savefig('brO vs datetime')
#plot BrO vs latituide
x=br.LATITUDE
y= br.br_rolling
x1= br[t0:t1].LATITUDE
y1= br[t0:t1].br_rolling
x2= br[t2:t3].LATITUDE
y2= br[t2:t3].br_rolling
x3= br[t4:t5].LATITUDE
y3= br[t4:t5].br_rolling
fig, ax = plt.subplots(figsize=[12,5])
ax.plot(x,y)
ax.plot(x1,y1, label = 'V1')
ax.plot(x2,y2, label = 'V2')
ax.plot(x3,y3, label = 'V3')
ax.set_ylabel('BrO (pptv)')
ax.set_xlabel('Latitude')
plt.suptitle('BrO vs Latitude')
ax.axvspan(-43.4 ,-66.3, alpha=0.3, label= 'Southern Ocean')
ax.axvspan(-66.3, -70 ,color='orange', alpha=0.3, label= 'Antarctic circle')
ax.axvspan(-43.4 ,0, color='green', alpha=0.3, label = 'Australia')
ax.set_xlim([-68.8,-42.5])
ax.legend()
# fill df by re-index to a regular grid, expanding out the gaps and filling the measurement
s with NaN.
# replace the ‘smart quotes’ with straight quotes
br = br.resample('1h').mean()
#save file
br.to_pickle(path ='v1_to_v3_br', compression='infer', protocol=5)

